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0 1 . I N'I'RODUCI' ION

O

HAVELOCK LAND BASE STUDY

Phase 1

1. .1 Havelock Parish is located in the northeastern corner

of Kings County (Figure 1) . The parish contains 10,416 ha .

(25,000 acres) of cleared land and 26,2S0 ha . (63,000

acres) of woodland for a total of 36,666 ha . (88,000 acres) .

The population of the parish in 19711 was 1,280 with a

farm population of 358 people on 75 census farms . The

village of Havelock is the largest community in the parish .

A cement plant, a lime works and their support industries

are located in Havelock Village . Apart from this the

economy of the parish is based on agriculture and

forestry or a combination of the two . Livestock farming

is the basis of the agricultural industry with dairy

operations being the more common followed by beef cattle,

hogs and sheep . Other types of farming noted were poultry

operations, apple orchards and greenhouse operations .

1 .2 The objectives of this study were :
a) to collect the relevant data that would provide

the information necessary to improve the pro-

ductivity of the soil, ultimately to its maximum

potential ;

to develop and test a land suitability classi-

fication based on the soil and climate infor-
mation derived from this study .

O

1 Census of Canada '._971



l .3 Methodology

The study will be conducted in phases with the completion

of the final phase being determined by departmental

.priorities .

1 .3 .1 Phase One
Phase One consisted of a soil survey at a scale of

1 :10,000 with the final soil maps on 1 :10,000 ortho

photo maps . The existing road network and foot

traverses were used in surveying the area with the

number of examinations made and samples collected

depending on existing conditions such as land forms,

soil pattern variability, geology, etc .

The survey was conducted under existing guidelines

for soil surveys in Canada using the criteria outlined

in The System of Soil Classification for Canada2 . In

establishing the mapping units, the emphasis was directed

more towards soil use and management than soil classi-

fi.cation . The completion of this phase will provide a

soil map delineating the various map units with an

accompanying report containing descriptions of and in-

formation on the map units .

1 .3 .2 Phase Two

Phase Two will deal with the interpretation of the soil
information to produce interpretative tables and maps
based on soil characteristics . These maps will be the
single parameter interpretative maps, i .e . slope maps,
drainage maps, rockiness and stoniness maps and textural
class maps .

2 Publication 1646, Research Branch, Canada Department of

Agriculture
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1 .3 .3 Phase Three

Phase Three will also be an interpretative phase, but

with regards to crop-soil requirements and the suitability

of the soils in Havelock Parish to meet these requirement` .

In this phase, management practices and improvement tech-

niques will be considered . Crop suitability maps will

be prepared and management and improvement practices

will be proposed . It should also be possible at this

stage to give predictions of yield potential for some of

the soils mapped .
O

1 .3 .4 Phase Four

The fourth phase will be the development and testing

of a crop suitability classification based on soil and

Q climate .

The study, if carried to completion, will illustrate

the degree of refinement that can be accomplished with

soil survey information integrated with information

obtained from other disciplines involved in crop pro-

duction . The information and experience gained from

this study will be very useful in planning future surveys .'

2 . FACTORS IN SOIL FORMATION

0 Soil formation and development is dependent on a number

of factors and the interaction of these factors over a

period of time .

2 .1 Bedrock Geology : (Figure 2)

The type of bedrock has a great influence on the type of

soils developed in the area where it occurs or in other

areas due to the interaction with other factors in soil

0 formation . The following is a brief description of the

bedrock geology of the parish .
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The Petitcodiac group contains grey sandstone, shale

and conglomerate of Pennsylvanian age . The bedrock

of this group occurs in the southeastern and north-

western sides of the parish . In both areas, the sand-

stone is the most common occurring . In the northwestern

section, the sandstone is coarse grained while in the

southeastern area it is much .finer grained . The topography

in the northwestern area is rolling to hilly while in the

southeastern area it is hilly to mountainous . There

appears to be a link between the occurrence of sandstone

and the elevation in the southeastern area but nothing

definite has been established in this regard to date .

Generally speaking, settlement in these two areas appears

to have followed the river valleys .

The Albert formation consists of grey shales, sandstone,

conglomerate and limestone of Mississippean age . Two

areas of this formation occur in the parish, one in

the Knightville-Cornhill-Mannhurst area and the other

in the Dubee Settlement-Queenville-Perry Settlement area .

In the Cornhill area, the sandstone is very fine grained,

and occurs at the higher elevations . The red shales
occur at the lower elevations with the grey shales
occurring between the two . Where the shale bedrock
occurs, the topography is rolling to hilly and is

very dissected . The greatest concentration of farming

in the parish is in the Kni.ghtville-Cornhill-Mannhiarst
area, and generally conforms to the boundaries of Albert
formation .

The Moncton group consists of feldspathic grit, coarse

conglomerate, sandstone and shale of Mississipnean ragc .

large area of this group occurs in the central part



of the parish . In this area the feldspathic grit and

conglomerate occur most frequently . Small areas of

this group occur along the Anagance Ridge and between

lluhcc and Perry Settlements . The bedrock has been

metamorphosed but is still. quite soft and is frequently

used as a source of gravel . With the exception of

Whites Mountain, the topography is rolling .

In the llavelock, Springhill and Lower Ridge area the

bedrock is mainly limestone and gypsum of Mississippean

age . Most of this area is covered by a ground moraine

over the bedrock and the soils occurring in the area

do not appear to have been influenced to any great

extent by the underlying bedrock, although localized

pockets exist where the soils do show an increase in

pll and occasionally free carbonates occur . The topogr,aphy

of this area is rolling . Numerous sink holes occur

which have a pronounced effect on the microtopography .

Two other types of bedrock do occur in the parish but

their areal extent is small . Between the Samphill Road

and the Lower Ridge Road, there is a small area of the

Hopewell group which consists of red conglomerate,
sandstone and shale with the conglomerate being the
most frequently occurring . The other group occurs in
the Whites Mountain area and consists of highly altered

sedimentary and volcanic rocks and granitic intrusions
of precarboniferous age .

2 .2 Glaciati.on :

Of all the processes that took place glaciation probably
played the greatest role in the development of the soils
and the landforms that exist . Glacial till soils occur



throughout the parish . In most areas there are in-

dications that the deposited materials were not moved

over any great,d .istance, the exception being in the

area around the junction of the Salem and Canaan Roads

where many large gran .itic boulder erratics are found .

In the Spri.nghill area there are fingers of glacial

till soils interspersed between unstratified gravel

deposits . These gravel deposits run in a northeast-
southwest line beginning on the Salem Road and ending
in the vicinity of Cusack Brook south of the Springhill
Road .

2 .3 Drainage (Figure 3)

Except for a short stretch of the Canaan River in the

northern corner, there are no major rivers within the

parish boundries . There are four major rivers whose

watersheds are partly within the parish .

The Canaan River crosses the northern tip of the

parish and flows in a northwesterly direction to the

Saint John River at Coles Island . The north and north-
western sections are drained by a series of brooks that
flow into the Canaan River . Of these, the largest
are the Springhill Brook and Thornes Brook flowing

north and the Ridge Brook flowing northeast . The

valleys of the Springhill and Thornes Brook tend to

be narrow and fairly steep sided with very little in

the way of alluvial deposits . Ridge Brook heads

south of the Lower Ridge Road ; the valley of this

brook is somewhat wider and not as steep sided as the

7'hornes or Springhill brooks . Between the Samphill

Road and the Canaan Road the valley of this brook widens

into a basin containing a considerable area of alluvial

soils . Apart from this basin, there are no large
alluvial deposits along this watershed .
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The southeast portion of the parish is drained by

Bennett Brook and Robinson Brook, tributaries of the

North River, which joins with the Anagance River

just west of Petitcodiac to form the Petitcodiac River .

Of these, Robinson Brook between Cornhill East and

the Anagance Ridge Road is the largest drainage area .

The valley of this brook

the more intense farming
Brook drains the area in

Road, the valley of this

is fairly wide and is within

area of the parish . Bennett

the vicinity of the Mannhurst

brook within the parish boundries

is similar to Robinson Brook but considerably narrower .

No significant alluvial . deposits occur in these valleys

within the parish boundaries probably due to the fact

that these could be considered the headwaters . There

are indications that two of the tributaries of these

brooks have a very high salt content .

The Anagance River flows in a southeasterly direction .

Small tributaries of this river drain a small portion

of the southeast section of the parish on the south

side of the Anagance Ridge . The effect of this water

shed on the drainage is minimal .

The southwestern section of the parish is drained by

a number of brooks flowing into the Kennebecasis River .

These are Millstream River, Windgap Brook, Dee Brook,

Sally Brook, Folley Brook and Smith Creek . With the

exception of the Millstream River these brooks are

tributaries of Smith Creek, the largest watershed in

the parish . The valley of Smith Creek itself is wide

with undulating to gently rolling topography . Alluvial

deposits are common along Smith Creek and in its

tributary Sally Brook . When considering the size



of the valley, these deposits do not have large areal

extent .1rnc1 consist ma i ii1.y of gravels . Like Robinson

Brook, Smith Creek drains one of the most intensively

farmed areas of the parish . The remaining tributaries

of Smith Creek generally have narrow valleys with

minimal deposits of alluvial materials . Very little

agricultural development has occurred on the water

sheds of these tributaries .

2 .4 Vegetation

The role of vegetation in soil development consists of
a complex series of actions and interactions, between

the vegetation and the parent material from which the
soils were formed, over long periods of time . Con-"' .
verscly, there is a general correlation between the
type of soil and the vegetation .

The forested areas are predominantly a mixture of coni-
ferous and deciduous tree species with the coniferous

species being more common . Few pure stands occur and
this is particularly true in respect to the deciduous
species . The dominant species occurring varies
depending on the conditions existing in a particular
area .

Generally, in the areas that have all . well drained

and heavy to medium textured soils, white spruce is

the most dominant species followed by balsam fir,

in :ipl e, h i rcli, trembling aspen and white pine . Where

the drainage is poor on soils with this texture, the
species arc similar, but some black spruce and white

cedar also occur .
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on the light textured soils in some areas (Creek Road

along Sally Brook Valley), nearly pure stands of jack

pine occur on the well drained sites and black spruce

on the poorly drained sites . The north and northwestern

section of the parish is mainly coniferous cover with

black spruce being dominant . ~This area is interspersed

with a .nurnbcr of peat bogs and the vegetative cover

here is typical of that occurring on the grey Pennsylvania

sandstone .

Some nearly pure stands of the deciduous trees do occur,

i .c . north of Folley Brook . The dominant species here

are maple, with a few yellow and white birch .

[n the areas reverting to forest, the sequence .appears
to be alders followed usually by the coniferous species,
mainly white spruce, fir, larch andpine . In time,

a mixed forest cover develops with the coniferous
species being dominant ., . A good example of this is,

found at Whites Mountain .

2 .5 Climate

Various climatic factors in combination with other

soil forming factors play important roles in the
development of soils, the two,most important being

precipitation and temperature .

2 .5 .1 Precipitation, ,

Precipitation either as rain or snow acts in a number

of,wnys iii-soil devclopment . Water .leaching. through

t,lic." sOi1 car~rics or.ganic. acids from decaying vegetation,

humus and minerals to lower parts of the soil profile .

lUherc movement of water is impeded, the processes

involved are retarded or changed . Runoff tends to move

finer soi.l particles down slope resulting usually in
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heavier textured and/or deeper soils in lower areas .

There are indications of increased nutrient levels

in lower areas especially where ponding occurs . ,The

amount of surface runoff tends to influence the flow

of streams and rivers which.in turn influence the

development of alluvial soils .

2 .5 .2 . Temperature

Perhaps the greatest influence of temperature on soil

development is the freezing and thawing effect . Apart
from the effects of glaciation, freezing temperatures,

do cause expansion and contraction stresses within

the soil profile and on the rock fragments contained

in the profiles . The presence of frost in the ground
during certain periods has a complex effect on water
movement and hence the affect of this movement on
profile development . Freezing temperatures while it
has a part in soil development by itself also retards
other processes in profile development such as biological
activity .

2 .6 Topography
Topography has a complex role in soil development . It
may modify the effect of some of the other factors
such as glaciation or drainage while it is affected
greatly by the,type of underlying bedrock . It also
has a continuing role in the soil. formation in that it
does affect-such factors as water runoff, colluvial
action, climate and vegetation .

The topography of liavelock Parish varies from gently
rolling to mountainous . The northwestern portion of
the parish is predominately gently rolling . This
includes the area from the western boundary to the
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Spr~ i nl;lr .i 11 Brook ;incl t lie Lower It i cll;e Road . Between

the ( :reek Road and the Lower Ridge Road the topography

is mount.a i nous to 11111Y' . This includes the Whites

Mountain area with probably the steepest topography in

the parish . The area south of the Anagance Ridge-Knight-

ville Road is also hilly

of' the p :r r i sh i.s ro l l i nl;

rr re ;r ,s aroirncl some rivers

to mountainous . The remainder

to hilly except for small

such as Smith Crock and

Robinson Brook . There are areas where the topography

is badly dissected . This shows up north of Cornhill

on the Backline Road where soft grey shale is the

predominate bedrock . In the areas where limestone

occurs there are a number of sink holes as well as

underground streams but as yet these seem to affect

only the microtopography .

3 . SOILS OF IIAVI-*,I,O(,K PARISH

'1'he soils occurring in Havelock Parish are the result

of a number of soil forming processes or combination

of these processes . The following is a brief description

of the various types of soils .

3 .1 .1 Glacial Till Soils

These soils are formed by glacial action . Two

occur wi thin the parish .
a) Lodgement tj 11

'1'hc:se soils are the

types

most common, they are deposited
tinder t he ice and are heterogeneous in nature .

,Sircli so i l.s are conrpact and finer textured than other
till soils . The depth varies from one to two meters
throughout the area .

to rolling .

The topography is gently rolling



b) Ablational till

Such soils arc dci>osited through the ice as it

melts . They are similar to lodgement till soils

in composition but they have lighter textures

and arc not compact . The ablational soils in

t-iavclock are mapped with other soils as they do

not occur separately but rather with lodgement

tills or residual type soils .

3 .1 . .2 Glacial Outwash Soils

These soils are formed when meltwaters from the

glacier deposits their load of material . The amount

of stratification varies depending on the type of

meltwatcr, i .e . plains or streams . Most of the

outwash soils in the area are poorly sorted sands

and gravels .

3 .1 .3 Residual Soils

As mentioned previously most of the glacial soils

have not moved any great distance and a number of

soils occur in the parish that would seem to be formed

in sitsu from the underlying bedrock . There is, however,

some ablational material on the surface so the name

semi-residual appears more appropriate .

3 .1 .4 Alluvial Soils

Present day streams and rivers are still in the process

of eroding material and depositing it further downstream .

The soils formed vary in texture from gravels to silts

rind c1ayG . Only small areas of these soils occur

tvi t hi n tile p .11-ish .

3 .1 .S Organic Soils

Organic soi.ls consist of organic material with a depth

of 40 cm or more . These soils are normally formed under

poor drainage conditions . Two types of organic soils



occur in the parish ; the Fribrosols which are relatively

undecomposed such as peat bogs and the Mesisols which

are well decomposed such as mucks . These were not

separated on the soil maps since no large areas of

these soils occur and very few occur in cleared areas .

Some of mesis.ols occurring have a high pH but again the

areas are small and drainage is a problem .

3 .1 .6 Other Soils

This term is used to describe the occurrence of soils

that are a combination of the above types . There are,

for instance, alluvial soils underlain by tills and

tills overlying deposits of alluvial material .

3 .2 Soil Key

The soil key Table 1 is a key to the soils found

in Havelock Parish . It must be understood that

while the names used correspond to names in other

soil survey reports, these do not follow former

concepts of those soils entirely . The names used

are not based on the series concept but on the

map unit concept . The different drainage members

of the map units are explained in the map legend .

Table 7

Detailed description of the predominate soils,
occurring in the parish are given in the following

pages together with a brief discussion on their

characteristics, associated soils and agricultural

potential . A similar discussion will be given for

those soils without detailed descriptions .



TABLE l . Soil Key - Havelock Parish

NAME SYMBOL ORIGIN COLOR BEDROCK
GEOLOGY

TEXTURAL RANGE
SURFACE-PARENT MATERIAL

Anagance An Abl . till Dark-yellowish brown Sandstone Sandy loam-gravelly sandy
loam

Cornhill C Abl . till Dark brown-yellowish red Sandstone Loam-clay loam

Gagetown G Outwash Dark brown-dark yellowish Sandy loam-gravelly sandy
brown loam

Harcourt HT Lodgement till Reddish brown-dark brown Sandstone Sandy loam-loam

Intervaie I Recent allu- olive Very fine sandy loam-silt
vium

Kennebecasis Ke Alluvial reddish brown Very fine sandy loam-silt

Knightville Kn Abl . till yellowish red-dark yellow- Shale Silt loam-gravelly silty cl
ish brown loam

Lomond Lo Abl . till Black-very dark grayish Volcanic Gravelly silt loam
brown tuffs

Lower Ridge LR Lodgement till Strong brown to yellow- Sandy loam-sandy clay loam
ish brown

Parleeville PL Abl . till Reddish brown Conglomerate Gravelly sandy loam

Petitcodiac Pe Lodgement till Dark brown-dark reddish Red Shale Silt loam-gravelly clay loa
brown

Queenville Qv . Abl . till Dark reddish brown-dark Feldspathic Sandy loam-gravelly sandy 1
red grit

Reece Re Lodgement till Yellowish red - dark Sandstone Loamy sand-sandy clay loam
brown

V

ay

m

oarr



TABLE 1 . Soil Key - Havelock Parish (cont'd)

NAME SYMBOL ORIGIN COLOR

,

BEDROCK
GEOLOGY

-- -

TEXTURAL RANGE
SURFACE-PARENT MATERIAL

Riverbank R Alluvial Brown-reddish brown Loam-gravelly sandy loam

Salem Sm Lodgement till Dark brown-dark reddish Loam-sandy clay loam
brown

Salisbury Sa Lodgement till Dark brown-reddish brown Loam-sandy clay loam

Salt Springs S Abl . till Brown-olive Shale Loam-silt loam

Stoney Brook SB Lodgement till Dark brown-reddish brown Silt loam-clay loam

Sunbury Su Abl . till . Dark reddish brown-reddish Sandstone Sandy loam-gravelly loam
brown

Sussex Sx Recent Reddish brown Fine sandy loam-silt
Alluvium
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3 .3 . 1 Gl,Ici ;il Ti 1l Soils

3 .3 .1 .1 I{ARCOUR~r

Intergrading to Sunbury

LOCATION :

TOPOGRAPHY :
ELEVATION :

DRAINAGE :
STONINliSS :

VI ;GI:TA'rr0N :
BEDROCK GEOLOGY :

ROOT PENETRATION :

ORIGIN :
HORIZON : DEPTH

(cm .)
Ap 0-15

Ac 15-23

13C 23-29

li 29-34

B t 34-47

I,G 172 037 (Canaan Road)

70- ASPECT : N POSITION : Top

125' a .s .l . (42 m)
Well INTERNAL : Good EXTERNAL : Good
2-3

Weeds (on bank of borrow pit)

Penn . sandstone
50 cm +

Lodgment till

Reddish brown SYR 4/4 ; sandy
loam, weak medium granular ;
friable ; abrupt smooth boundary ; pH 5 .0
Reddish brown SYR 5/3 ; sandy loam ;

weak medium granular ; friable ;

clear wavy boundary ; many roots ; many

sandstone and conglomerate pebbles ;
pH 5 .2

Strong brown 7 .5YR 4/6 sandy loam ;

moderate medium blocky ; friable ;
many roots ; fragments as above ; clear
wavy boundary ; pH 5 .5
Dark brown 7 .SYR 4/4 ; gravelly loam ;
medium subangular blocky ; friable ;
gravel fragments as above but higher
content of conglomerate derived
pebbles ; few roots ; ph 5 .5
Reddish brown 5YR 5/3 ; silt loam
fine-medium subangular blocky ;
moderately firm ; few clay flows,
slightly sticky and plastic ; clear
smooth boundary ; pH 5 .2
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47-9J Dark brown 7 .SYR 4/4 ; gravelly loam ;

medium subangular blocky ; firm, many

feldspars, gravel fragments as above ;

very few roots in top part of horizon ;

gradual irregular boundary ; pH S .2

it(; g9+ Dark brown 7 .5YR 4/4 ; gravelly sandy

loam ; weak medium subangular blocky ;

moderately firm ; many cobbles of

flat sandstone

The above description was taken in an area which was

a transition zone between the sandstone and conglomerate

bedrock . The profile described varies from the modal

fiarcourt in that it is not as firm at depth, lighter

textured and has higher pH values . The Harcourt soils

occur in the northwestern portion of the parish on the

coarse grained gray Pennsylvanian sandstone . Soils

associated with the Harcourt are the Sunbury, Reece and

Stoney Brook .

The depth to the compact horizon varies from 30-50 cm .

A stoneline is usually found at the contact between

the compact and non-compact horizons . The compact

horizons do impede vertical water movement . The

imperfectly and poorly drained Harcourt soils are

heavi.er textured with an organic surface horizon

which increases in thickness as the drainage becomes

I) oorer .

llnrcourt soils have not been utilized for agriculture

to any );rerit extent in t.}rc pa rish . 'I'lrcre are in-

d i c :i t i crir s t ha t scrmc ;r re :i ti we re e.1 co red .r t one t i me

but have reverted to forest . The fertility of Harcourt

soils Table 3 range from very low to low with a pll

range of S .0-S .S . Such soils in other areas of the

province respond well to fertilizer applications and

a wide range of crops are grown on them .
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3 .3 .1 .2 Lower Ridge Map Unit

No detailed description of the Lower Ridge is avail-

able but from the field notes the following is a

general description of the series .

HORIZON DEPTH

Ap 0-2S cm

Bg 28-60 cm

Btg 60-70

Cg 70-
subangular blocky structure ; free

carbonates ; pH 7 .5

Loam, med granular structure ;

friable ; pH 6 .5
Gravelly sandy loam weak subangular

blocky to single grain structure ;
friable ; pH 7 .0

Sandy clay loam ; firm medium subangular

blocky structure ; free carbonates ;

pH 7 .5
Sandy clay loam mod . firm medium

The Lower Ridge soils are found in pockets along the

Lower Ridge road . There is a considerable variation

in texture ranging from gravelly loam to silt loam .

These soils are imperfectly to poorly drained . It

appears the high pH is the result of limestone

movement by solution in seepage water from surrounding

slopes or capillary deposition of calcium from the

underlying bedrock rather than limestone in the profile .

No definite conclusions were reached regarding soils

the Lower Ridge was associated with as they occurred

adjacent to a number of very dissimilar soils . There

was a de-finite association with calcareous muck soils .

The Lower Ridge soils have been cleared but due to
their drainage condition they are used mainly as
pasture . Although the areal extent of these soils is
small they could be some of the more productive soils
in the parish uith proper drainage .
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SAhiP1 .1?ll 1976 l,ab# : Ii761L

LOCATION : 1,F 244 87S Cornhill East

TOPOGRAPHY : 5o ASPECT : S POSITION : Bottom 1/3

slope

L?LEVA'1'ION : 210' a .s .l . (70 m)

DRAINAGE : Moderately well to imperfect INTERNAL : P(

EXTERNAL : Fair

STONINESS : 2

VEG 1;1'ATION : Silage Corn

131~:I)ROCK GEOLOGY : Red Shale DEPTH: 150 cm

HORIZON DEPTH

(cm)
0-20

ABg 20-32

131~g 32-47

i3tg 47-90

Dark brown 7 .5YR 3/2 ; silt loam ; medium

granular ; friable, slightly sticky and

plastic ; many roots ; abrupt boundary ;

pH 5 .5

clay loam ; medium subangular blocky ;

firm-very firm ; moderately plastic and

sticky ; many clay flows along ped surfaces

many gray sandstone fragments in gravel

fraction ; few roots ; clear boundary ;

many very faint fine mottles ; pH S .7

Dark yellowish brown 10YR 4/4 ; silt

loam ; medium subangular blocky ; very

firm moderately sticky and plastic ;

gleying around ped surfaces ; many rounded

metamorphosed rock fragments ; many roots

penetrating around ped surfaces ; clear

boundary ; pH 5 .5
Reddish brown SYR 4/4 ; clay loam ; fine

subangular blocky ; moderately firm,

plastic and sticky ; gravel fragments as

ABg ; many roots ; clear boundary ; many

very faint fine mottles ; pfi 5 .3

Dark reddish brown 2 .SYR 3/4 ; gravelly
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C 90-115 lla~~k reddish brown 2 .5 YR 3/4 ; clay

lorim ; medium subangular blocky ;

moderately firm, slightly plastic and

sticky ; few gravel fragments with

higher red shale content than above

horizons ; very few roots ; clear boundary ;

pli 6 . 0

IIC 115-1S0 Dark reddish brown 2 .5YR 3/4 ; silty clay

loam ; massive with some indication of

weak coarse subangular blocky ; moderately

firm ; slightly plastic and sticky ; few

red shale gravel fragments, very few

roots ; few clay flows along old root

channels ; this horizon appears to be

formed from the underlying bedrock ; clear

boundary ; pfi S .4

R 150+ Red shale highly weathered from 150-165 cm,

becoming harder with depth .

N()'('l ; : At the time of sampling, conditions were very wet

with many puddles of water on the surface . The

water table was at 115 cm with little movement of

water between 32 and 115 cm .

"1'he 1'eti.tcodi.ac soils occur mostly in the Robinson Brook

watershed although small areas are found throughout

the parish . They are typical glacial till soils and

except for the Salisbury Map Unit appear to have been

transported greater distances than the other glacial

till soils in the area . The soils are very uniform

with little change in characteristics from place to place .

In the Robinson Brook area they occupy the lower slopes

aiid in this regard are associated mainly with the

Knightville Map Unit . The Petitcodiac soils are compact
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occurring on the surface .
made to break this pan and
dicate it does improve the

allowing the water to move
the profile thus advancing

with impeded vertical water movement . In the Cornhill

East area the ABg horizon acts as a plow pan pre-

venting downward water movement resulting in puddling

Some efforts have been

preliminary results
surface drainage by

in-

into the lower part of

planting dates .

Where drainage is not a problem these soils are

suitable for all climatically suited crops in a
cattle farming system . In the poorer drained soils
hay and pasture produce good yields . The available

nutrients given in Table 4 show a very low to low
range for phosphorus and a medium to high range
for potash, calcium and magnesium . The pH ranges
from 5 .5 at the surface to 6 .0 at 90 cm .

3 .3 .1 .4 REECE
LOCATION : LG 186 045

TOPOGRAPHY :
f? i,IaVAT ION :
1) RA I NAGE :

STONINESS :
VEGETATION :
BEDROCK
GEOLOGY :
ROOT
PENETRATION :

ORIGIN
HORIZON

Old Fredericton Road east of
Havelock Road

3% Aspect : S Position : Mid
125' asl . (43 m)

Mod . Well-Imperfect Internal : fair

External : fair-good
4
Mainly jack pine, larch and black spruce

Pennsylvanian Gray Sandstone Depth : 1 .5 m+

60 cm
Lodgement till

DEPTH
(cm)

1,F11 14-0 Black 5 YR 2 .5/1 semi decomposed - well
decomposed needles leaves & twigs ; fibric ;
greasy crumb ; pH 3 .8
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0-8

Bf 8-24

BCg 24-38

Cg 38-50

C SO

Light brownish gray 10 YR 6/2 ; loamy sand ;

weak coarse sub angular blocky ; friable ;

non sticky and plastic ; abundant roots ;

abrupt boundary ; pH 4 .6

Yellowish red 5 YR 5/8 ; loam ; weak moderate

medium to fine sub angular blocky ; friable ;

slightly sticky and plastic ; abundant fine-

medium roots ; gradual intermittent boundary ;

pH 4 .8

Brown-dark brown 7 .5 YR 4/4 with few fine

faint strong brown 7 .5 YR 5/8 mottles ; fine

gravelly clay loam ; weak coarse sub angular

blocky ; moderately firm ; sticky & plastic ;

many medium-fine roots ;,diffuse intermittent

boundary ; pH 4 .8

Dark brown 5 YR 3/4 with few faint fine very

dusky red 2 .5 YR 2 .5/2 mottles ; sandy clay

loam ; strong medium sub .angular blocky ;

firm ; non sticky and plastic ; many fine and

medium roots ; sandstone fragments with 10%

10 cm diameter .

Similar to above except no mottles and firm .

The Reece soils occur in

bedrock as the Harcourt,

The areal extent is much

hike the Harcourt, Reece

great extent for

the same area and on the same

Sunbury and Stoney Brook soils .

less than either of the three .

soils have not been used to any

agriculture . It is less compact and has

better structure than the Harcourt . The lab res.ults,

Table 3, show an available nutrient range of low to very

low with a.pH range of 4 .8 - 5 .3 throughout the profile .
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3 .3 .1 .5 .1 SALISBURY

SAM1'I,ED : 1975 LAB # : H751

LOCATION : LF 198974 (Canaan Road, 1/4 mile west of Ridge

Brook) .
TOPOGRAPHY : Sa ASPECT : N POSITION : Upper 1/3

1?f,1 :VA'1'ION : 22S' a .s .l . (75 m)
DRAINAGE : Well-Moderately well Internal : Fair

External : Good-Fair

S'fONINESS : 2

VEGETATION : Alders, mixed grasses (abandoned field)

BEDROCK

GEOLOGY : Shale? DEPTH : 2 m+

ROOT

PENETRATION : 8 5 cm+

ORIGIN : Lod

110R f ZON DEPTH

(cm)
Ap 0-24

Ae 24-30
(Pockets
to 39)

Bf 30(39)-
46

gment till

Brown 7 .5 YR 4/3 ; sandy loam ; moderate
medium granular ; slightly sticky, non-
plastic ; plentiful fine and medium roots ;

some gravel ; abrupt ; smooth boundary,
pH 5 .1

Pinkish gray 5 YR 6/2 and 7/2 sandy loam ;

single grain ; very friable ; plentiful fine

roots ; common very fine discontinuous pores ;

some gravel ; clear, broken boundary pH 4 .9

Yellowish red 5 YR 5/6 loam ; moderate fine,
medium granular , friable ; plentiful fine,
roots ; few fine discontinuous pores ; clear,
irregular boundary pH 4 .9
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Bt 46-60 Reddish brown 5 YR 5/4 loam ; moderate,
medium subangular blocky ; firm ; few fine

roots ; few fine pores ; common, very thin

clay skins on ped faces ; gradual boundary

pH 4 .9

BC 60-85 Reddish brown 5 YR 5/4 and 4/4 loam ;
moderate, medium and coarse subangular
blocky ; firm to 75 cm, very firm below, very
few fine roots ; few very thin clay skins ;

some gravel ; diffuse boundary pH 4 .9

C 85 Reddish brown 5 YR 5/4 loam ; common, medium
faint reddish brown 5 YR 5/3 mottles ; moderate
and medium coarse subangular blocky ; very
firm ; very few, very thin roots, some gravel ;
diffuse boundary . pH 4 .7

3 .3 .1 .5 .2 SALISBURY

SAMPLED : 1975 LAB # : H764
LOCATION : LF 164974 (Springhill)
TOPOGRAPHY : 2% ASPECT : East POSITION : Top

1 :1,1:VATION : 4S0' a .s .l . (150 m)

DRAINAGE : Well Internal : Good External : Good
" S'I'ON INESS 2:

V1;G( :'TA'CtON : Weeds, field had been planted to corn 2 years

previous

BEDROCK

G1:OLOGY : Limestone DEPTH : 2 m* at site

ROOT

PENETRATION : lso cm
ORIGIN : Ground moraine (lodgment till)
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HORIZON DEPTH

(cm)

Ap 0-1S

Bf 1S-22

Bt 22-60

BC 60-87

C1 87-150

Dark brown 7 .S YR 4/4 ; loam ; moderate medium
to fine subangular blocky ; friable ; abrupt

smooth boundary ; abundant fine roots ; S-l0o

coarse fragments ; gravel subangular, meta-

morphosed rocks and sandstone ; pH 5 .5

Dark brown 7 .5 YR 4/4 ; loam ; fine-medium

subangular blocky ; friable ; clear, broken

boundary ; few fine roots ; 5-lOQo coarse

fragments ; mostly gravel size as in Ap

horizon ; pH 5 .1

Reddish brown 5 YR 4/3 clay loam ; strong,

fine and medium subangular blocky ; firm,

moderately plastic and sticky ; clear, wavy

boundary ; few to very few fine roots along

ped surfaces ; many thin clay films along

ped surfaces ; very few fine pores ; 200

coarse fragments mostly gravel size, few

feldspar ghosts ; pH 4 .7

Dark reddish brown 5 YR 3/4 ; loam ; massive
in situ breaking to moderate medium, sub-
angular blocky ; moderately firm ; slightly
sticky and plastic ; few to very few fine
roots ; very few fine pores ; few to very few
thin clay skins on ped surfaces ; gradual
wavy boundary ; coarse fragments as in Bt
with more feldspar ghosts ; pH 4 .7

in situ breaking to moderate, fine, subangular
blocky ; firm, moderately sticky and plastic,
very few fine pores, very few fine roots ;
few very thin clay films ; diffuse, wavy boundary ;
20% coarse fragments as in above horizons ; pH 4 .8

Reddish brown SYr 3 .5/4 ; clay loam ; massive
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Similar to C1 except less compact, no clay films
or roots ; ph 4 .8

3 .3 .1 .5 .3 SALISBURY

SAMPLED : 1975 LAB ff : H755

LOCATION : Lh 164974 (Springhill)
TOPOGRAPHY : 3% ASPECT : S POSITION : Depression

ELEVATION : 450' a .s .l . (150 m)

DRAINAGE : Poor to very poor INTERNAL : Poor EXTERNAL :

STONINESS : 2
VEGETATION : Mixed grain and grasses
BEDROCK
GEOLOGY : Limestone DEPTH : 2mfi
ROOT
PENETRATION : 80 cm
0}Z1~G1N :

1l0121 ZON DEPTH

(cm)

Apg 0-11

Acg 11-21

ABg 21-24

Ground moraine

Poor

Dark (Grayish) brown 10 YR 4/2 .5 fine sandy

loam to loam ;. common, fine, prominent, strong

brown 7 .5 YR S/8 mottles, weak medium granular ;

nonsticky, nonplastic ; plentiful fine roots ;
common pores ; some gravel ; abrupt, smooth
boundary . pH 5 .1 .

Pale brown 10 YR 6/3 fine sandy loam ; many,
medium, prominent, strong brown 7 .5 YR S/8
mottles ; weak medium granular ; nonsticky, non-
plastic ; plentiful fine roots, common pores ;
some gravel ; clear, wavy boundary pH 5 .0

Brown 7 .5 YR 5/4 loam ; many, medium, prominent
strong brown 7 .5 YR 5/8 mottles ; moderate,
fine to medium subangular blocky ; slightly
sticky, slightly plastic ; few, fine roots ;
common pores ; some gravel ; gradual boundary
pH 4 .9
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Btjg 27-48 Reddish brown S YR 5/3 clay loam ; common,

medium, prominent strong brown 7 .5 YR S/8

and pale brown 10 YR 6/3 mottles ; moderate,

medium subangular blocky ; slightly sticky,

slightly plastic ; few, thin clay skins ; some

gravel ; diffuse boundary . pH 4 .9

Btg 48-80 Reddish brown S YR 5/3 clay loam ; common

medium, prominent dark yellowish brown 10 YR

4/6 and faint 5 YR 5/4 mottles ; weak medium
and coarse subangular blocky ; sticky, plastic ;

very thin roots, common pores ; common thin

clay skins in pores and on peds ; some

gravel ; diffuse boundary . pH 5 .1

8Cg 80-110 Reddish brown 5 YR 5/3 clay loam ; few medium

prominent dark yellowish brown 10 YR 4/6 and

faint 5 YR S/4 mottles ; weak medium and coarse

subangular blocky ; sticky, plastic ; no roots,

common pores ; few, very thin clay skins ; some

gravel ; diffuse boundary pH 4 .9

(: 110+ Reddish brown 5 YR 5/3 clay loam ; amorphous ;

sticky, plastic, some gravel . pH 5 .3

Salisbury soils occur throughout the parish and are the
predominant soil in the area from the Ridge Road to west
of the Salem Road . They are characterized by a distinctive
gritty feel when rubbed similar to the feldspathic grit
feeling of the Queenville soils . Feldspar ghosts are
another characteristic of. the Salisbury soils . The
till that formed these soils appears to have been trans-
ported greater distances than other tills in the parish
judging by the granite erratics found northwest of the
Salem Road and the well rounded granite pebbles in the soil .
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These soils are farmed quite extensively in the

Havelock area . In Table 4, available phosphorus,

potash, calcium and magnesium are in the high to very

high range throughout the profile . The pH ranges

from 4 .7 .-5 .5 in the well drained soil . Available

phosphorus and potash tend to decrease as drainage

becomes poorer while there is an increase in

available calcium and magnesium .

The Salisbury soils have gently rolling to strongly

rolling topography and while they do have good

physical properties, drainage is a problem on the

gentler topography . These soils are associated with

the Queenville and Parleeville soils and very closely

associated with the Salem soils .

3 .3 .1 .6 .1 . SALEM

LOCATION : LF 164 968 : Salem

TOPOGRAPHY : 7% ASPECT : S .E . POSITION : Mid

ELEVATION : 450' a .s .l . (150 m)

DRAINAGE : Moderately well Internal : Fair External ; Good-
Fair

STUN INI:SS : 2
VEGETATION: Abandoned field, alders, hawthorns, wild apples

and spruce
BEDROCK

GEOLOGY : Limestone DEPTH : l m+

ROOT

PENETRATION : 100 cm 4

ORIGIN : Lodgement Till

Ii0R I ZON DEPTH
(cm)

Ap 0-28 Very dark grayish brown 10 YR 3/2 ; silty
clay loam ; medium granular ; friable, sticky
and plastic ; abrupt wavy boundary ; abundant
fine roots ; pH 6 .5
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Bf 28-40 Yellowish red S YR 4/6 ; sandy loam to sandy

clay loam ; coarse-medium sub angular blocky ;

friable ; sticky and plastic ; clear wavy

boundary ; many fine and medium roots ; pH 6 .6

B 40-70 Reddish brown 5 YR S/4 ; gravelly sandy clay

loam ; medium sub angular blocky ; friable-firm ;

very sticky and plastic, clear wavy boundary ;

many fine roots ; oH 6 .6

Bt 70-7S Reddish brown S YR S/4 ; gravelly clay loam ;

coarse-medium platy ; very firm ; sticky and

plastic ; clear boundary ; many fine & medium

roots ; many moderately thin clay films on ped

faces ; pH 6 .6

C 75-100 Dark reddish brown 5 YR 3/2 ; gravelly clay

laom ; coarse subangular blocky ; very firm ;

sticky and plastic ; gravel fragments of

sandstone, shale and limestone ; few roots ;

pH 6 .9

3 .3 .1 .6 .2 . SALEM
"

SAMPLED : 1975 LAB # : H752

I,OCATTON : LF 198974 (Canaan Road, 1/4 mile west of Ridge

Brook)

TOPOGRAPHY : So ASPECT : N POSITION : Mid

ELEVATION : 215' a .s .l . (73 m)

DRAINAGE : Imperfect INTERNAL : Fair EXTERNAL : Fair

STONINESS : 2
" VEGETATION : Alders and mixed grasses (abandoned field)

BEDROCK
GEOLOGY : Shale? DEPTH : 2 m+

Rour
" PENETRATION : SO cm
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OR I G I N : Lodgement t i 11

1101t I ZON I)l :l''I'1!

(cm)

Ah 0-19 Dark (grayish) brown 10 YR 4/2 .S loam ;

common, fine, prominent yellowish red S YR 5/8

mottles ; moderate, medium granular ; sticky,

slightly plastic ; plentiful medium and fine

roots, common pores ; some gravel ; abrupt

smooth boundary . pH 5 .7

ABgl 19-30

Bgl 30-43

BgL 43-SS

lit f; SS-70

Dark brown 7 .5 YR 4/4 loam ; common, fine to

medium prominent strong brown 7 .5 YR 5/8

mottles ; moderate, medium subangular blocky ;

sticky slightly plastic ; plentiful fine

roots, common pores ; some gravel ; gradual

boundary . pH 5 .6

Dark brown 7 .5 YR 4/4 loam ; common, medium,

prominent yellowish red 5 YR 5/8 and reddish

brown S YR 5/3 mottles ; moderate, medium

subangular blocky ; sticky slightly plastic ;

very fine roots, common pores ; some gravel ;

clear wavy boundary . pH 6 .0

Dark brown 7 .S YR 4 .5/4 clay loam ; many

medium prominent (light) brownish gray 10 YR

S .S/2 and strong brown 7 .5 YR 5/6 mottles ;

strong, medium subangular blocky ; very

sticky, plastic ; very few fine roots, fine

pores ; some gravel ; gradual boundary . pH 6 .1

distinct strong brown 7 .5 YR S/6 mottling ;

weak, medium subangular blocky ; slightly

sticky, slightly plastic ; no roots, many

pores ; few, thin clay skins on peds ; some

gravel ; diffuse boundary . pH 6 .6

Reddish brown 5 YR 4/4 loam ; few medium,
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C1 70-82 Reddish brown S YR 4/4 loam ; weak, medium

subangular blocky ; slightly sticky, slightly

plastic ; no roots, many pores, few, very

thin clay skins ; some gravel ; diffuse

boundary . pH 6 .9

C2 82- Dark reddish brown 5 YR 3 .5/4 loam ; weak

medium subangular blocky ; slightly sticky,

slightly plastic ; no roots, many pores ;

black medium manganese concretions ; some

gravel . pH 7 .0

3 .3 .1 .6 .3 . SALEM

SAMPLED : 1975 LAB # : H753

LOCATION : LF 194977 (Canaan Road 1/2 mile west of Ridge

Brook)

TOPOGRAPHY : S% ASPECT : N .W . POSITION : BottomO
I :Ll ;VA7'f ON : 240' a .s .l . (80 m)

DRAINAGE : Very Poor INTERNAL : Poor EXTERNAL : Poor

. STONINESS : 2

O VEGETATION : Mixed Hay

BEDROCK
GEOLOGY : Shale? DEPTH : 2mf

ROOT
O PENETRATION : 90 cm

ORIGIN : Lodgment till

HORIZON DEPTH
(cm)

O
Ohl 0-48 Black 10 YR 2/1 loam to silt loam ; moderate,

fine granular ; very sticky, slightly plastic ;

abundant, medium roots, common pores ; sharp

wavy boundary . pH 6 .2
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Oh 2 48-62 Very dark gray 5 YR 3/1 silt loam ; many medium

fine prominent, greenish gray 5 GY S/1 and

5G 5/1 mottles ; massive ; very sticky, slightly

plastic ; plentiful, medium roots, common pores ;

abrupt smooth boundary . pH 5 .8

Aeg 62-80 Olive gray S YR 5/2 gravelly coarse sand ; many,

medium ; prominent greenish gray 5 GY 6/1 mottles ;

single grain ; nonsticky, nonplastic ; few fine
roots, no pores ; sharp broken boundary . pH 6 .9

Bg 80-88 Reddish brown 5 YR 5/4 gravelly coarse sand ;

many, fine prominent reddish yellow 5 YR 6/8

mottles ; single grain ; nonsticky, nonplastic ;
few fine roots, no pores ; sharp wavy boundary .
pH 7 .8

IIBtj 88-100 Reddish brown 5 YR 4/4 loam ; massive ;
sticky, slightly plastic ; no roots,

common pores ; few very thin clay skins ;

gradual boundary . pH 7 .7

C 100 Reddish brown 5 YR 4/4 clay loam ; massive ;
very sticky, plastic ; no roots, common
pores . pH 7 .2

Notes : There is a lot of variation in the depth of the
organic surface horizons . Only in the lower
depressional areas does it exceed 40 cm .

The Salem soils occur in the same area as the Salisbury
soils . These soils are so closely associated that a
pH test is needed to separate them in the field and
separating them on a map is very difficult since they
are so intermingled . The cement plant at Havelock
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has had a definite influence on the pH of the soils in

the surrounding area . In most cases, the change in

pli occurs only in the top 20 cm occasionally in the

top 30 cm . With the Salem soils, there is a high pH

throughout the profile . The available nutrients in

the Salem soils are higher than the Salisbury except

for available phosphorus .

3 .3 .1 .7 STONEY BROOK

LOCATION : LG 133109 (Salem Road)

TOPOGRAPHY : So ASPECT : N .W . POSITION : Mid

ELEVATION : 21S' a .s .l . (72 m)

DRAINAGE : Moderately well INTERNAL : Fair EXTERNAL : Good-Fair

STONINESS : 2

VEGETATION : Alders, mixed grasses (abandoned)

BEDROCK

GEOLOGY : Shale? DEPTH : 1 mt

It00T
PENETRATION : 60 cm

ORIGIN :
HORIZON DEPTH

(cm)

Ap 0-18

B 18-30

Lodgment till

Dark brown 7 .S YR 4/4 ; loam to silt loam ;

strong medium granular structure ; friable ;

slightly plastic and slightly sticky ;

Dark brown 7 .5 YR 4/4 ; silt loam with moderate

medium subangular blocky structure ;

moderately firm ; many distinct medium

brown mottles ; slightly plastic and slightly

sticky with an abrupt boundary ; gravel

fragments predominately shale ; some

sandstone and conglomerate .
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Bt 3(1-SZ Reddisli brown S YR 4/4 ; clay loam with moderate

medium to coarse subangular blocky structure ;

firm ; plastic, sticky ; diffuse boundary ; few

medium faint mottles ; many clay films around

the surface of the peds, roots, penetrate

into this horizon around the peds ; gravel

fragments as above .

C S2 Reddish brown S YR 4/4 ; clay loam ; . coarse

subangular blocky structure ; very firm ;

moderately sticky ; moderately plastic ; few
medium faint mottles ; many black flecks
that are either manganese or coal ;. these
flecks tend to be platy which gives the
impression of coal ; gravel fragments as

above .

'1'hc ahovc description was taken during a prolonged dry spell

a»d the coiis i.sterice was much firmer than normal .

The Stoncy Brook soils occur in the Salem Road area in the
vicirnity of Fowlcr Brook . They are associated with the
(iarcotirt, Sunbury and Reecc soils and appear to be an
intcrgradc between these soils and the Salisbury . Of the
Stoney Brook soils mapped the greatest percentage was in the
lrnoderatel.y well drained to imperfectly drained classes .
The lit horizon tends to prevent water moving vertically
i rnto the profile . The fertility status of the Stoncy Brook

shows i t to be similar to Ila rcotirt beiiig low to very low

in av :ii l :iblc phosphorus, low to medium in available potash
and medium to low in calcium and high in magnesium .
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3 .3 .2 .1 . GAGET06dN

LOCATION : LF 14S 96S

TOPOGRAPHY : 12% ASPECT : SE

I :I .EVATION :

DRAINAGE :

STONINESS :

VI :Gf?TAT ION :

BEDROCK GEOLOGY :

ROOT PENETRATION :

ORIGIN :

HORIZON DEPTH

(cm)

I,1:11 15-0

Ac 0-9

lif 9-24

[IC 24-38

C 38-100

3S0' asl . (117 m)
Excessive-well INTERNAL : Rapid

2

Reforested area, previously

Shale? DEPTH : 1 mt

100 cm +
Outwash

Black 10 YR 2/1 litter

clear

POSITION : \1id

EXTERNAL : Good

cut

Grayish brown 10 YR S/2 sandy loam ; coarse

sub angular blocky ; friable ; non sticky

and plastic ; abrupt boundary ; abundant

fine & medium roots . pH 4 .0 .

Dark yellowish brown 10 YR 4/6 loam ; friable ;
well developed medium sub angular blocky ;
wavy boundary ; plentiful medium roots ;
pH 4 .0

Dark brown 7 .S YR 4/4 gravelly sandy loam ;
friable ; weak medium sub angular blocky ;
diffuse boundary ; plentiful medium roots ;
pH 4 .8

Dark yellowish brown 10 YR 3/6 gravelly
sandy loam, friable, amorphous, fine &
coarse roots . pH 4 .8

Note : At 60 cm thl-re is a 10 cm thick weakly cemented

gravelly sandy loam layer . All gravel fragments

2" in size with 30% sandstone gravel .
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The Gagetown soils occur in scattered areas throughout the

parish . Most of the deposits are relatively small in size .

In some cases the deposits are rolling to hilly while in other

areas they are relatively flat . There is in some deposits

an intermittent orstein layer and indications are this is

more common on the more level topography . There are areas

underlying till such as the area near the junction of the

Creek Road and Cornhill Road . At this site the deposit seems

to consist of till over successive deposits of gravel

with a number of buried organic & Bf horizons evident . In the

I,ower Ridge Road area west of the White Mountain-Perry Settle-

ment junction there are deposits of angular gravel over the

f'arlceville-Queenville type bedrock . First impressions are

that this is the Gagetown type gravel but closer examination

shows this to be very angular volcanic rock deposited over

the Qucenville -Parleeville bedrock . Whether the volcanic

r~ock came from Whites Mountain or other deposits in the
area is not clear but it is believed the latter is the
source of these deposits . The Gagetown soils vary greatly in
the kind of gravel fragment content, from sandstone and
shales through metamorphic rocks . Some areas of Gagetown
soils are cleared and farmed in conjunction with other soils
and many of the cleared areas have the orstein layer present .
']'his leads to two major problems : that of droughtiness
and the other where the orstein layer prevents root penetration
This layer could be broken up with deep tillage equipment to
allow root penetration . Substantial additions of. organic
material would improve the water holding capacity of the
soil and prevent the leaching of fertility out of the profile .

The available nutrients Table 3, show Gagetown to be in
the very low range for all elements .



3 .3 .3 Residual Soils

3 .3 .3 .1 ANAGANCE'

!
LOCATION : LF 216 838 : Anagance Ridge

TOPOGRAPHY : 3% ASPECT : S POSITION : Mid

1 ;1 .l ;VATION : 560 feet (187 m)
" I)RATNAGE : Excessive to well INTERNAL : Rapid EXTERNAL :

S'I'ONINI:SS : 2

VEGETATION : Mixed grasses and clovers

" BEDROCK

40

Good

GEOLOGY : Pennsylvania Gray sandstone DEPTH TO BEDROCK : 90 cm

ROOT

PENETRATION : 70 cm
ORIGIN :

I IOR T ZON DEPTH

(cm)

Ap 0-18

"
Rl 18-33

Rm 33-53

E 13C S3-68

Ablational till

Dark brown 10 YR 4/3 ; sandy loam ; weak fine
granular ; friable ; non-sticky ; abrupt
boundary ; many roots ; pH 5 .0

Strong brown 7 .5 YR S/6 ; sandy loam ; weak
granular-single grain ; friable, non-sticky ;
irregular boundary ; gravel fragements flat
and subrounded sandstone ; abundant fine
roots ; pH 5 .0

Yellowish brown 10 YR 5/6 ; sandy loam ; weak

granular-single grain ; friable non-sticky ;

irregular boundary ; pockets of Ac and Bf

horizons ; abundant fine roots ; pH 4 .7

Dark yellowish brown 10 YR 4/4 ; gravelly
sandy loam ; weak medium subangular blocky ;
rriable, non-sticky ; smooth boundary ; few
sandstone flags few fine roots ; pH 4 .8
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C 68+ Dark yellowish brown 10 YR 4/4 ; gravelly

sandy loam ; weak fine-medium subangular

blocky ; friable, non-sticky ; many sandstone

flags, few fine roots to 80 cm around flags .

'I'lie Anagance soils occur in the southeastern portion of the

par i tili . These are formed on Gray Pennsylvanian medium to

coarse grained sandstone . The texture is a medium sandy

loam with sub rounded sandstone gravel fragments and very

little foreign material . The Anagance soils are farmed to

some extent . They are droughty with low levels of avail-

able nutrients .

:~ .3 .3 .2 CORNHILL

SAMPLF:D 1976 :

LOCATION :

'fOPOGItAI'HY :

I :1 .I :VAT 1 ON :
URA INAGI : :

S'fONINI ;SS :

VI?G, F'I'AT 10N :

BEDROCK GEOLOGY :

ROOT 111 :NI-TRATION :

ORIGIN :

HORIZON DEPTH

(cm)

Ap 0-18

Lab # H762L
LF242886 Cornhill
4$ ASPECT : S .W .

450' a .s .l . (1S0 m)

Well INTERNAL :

2
Mixed hay
Vertical f ine

cm

POSITION : Mid

Good EXTERNAL : Good

grained red sandstone
DEPTH : 70
70 cm some
fragments .
Ablational

root penetration

till (in situ)

around bedrock

Dark brown 7 .5 YR 4/4 ; silt loam ; medium
granular ; friable, non-sticky, non-plastic ;
abrupt boundary ; many roots ; few fine grained
reddish sandstone pebbles ; pH 5 .1 .
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It{1t3-2t3 St roiil; brown 7 . S YR S/b ; silt loam ; weak

f .llle silbanl;u .lar blocky-medium to coarse

granu .lcir ; friable slightly sticky ; abrupt

boundary ; many roots ; few gravel fragments ;

p}1 S .1

BC 28-35 Strong brown 7 .5 YR 4/6 ; silt loam ;

moderate medium subangular blocky ; friable,

slightly sticky ; diffuse boundary ; many

roots ; gravel fragments as above with

some red shale fragments ; pH 5 .1

C 35-70 Yellowish red 5 YR 4/6 ; silty clay loam ;

strong medium subangular blocky (nutty)

friable ; moderately firm ; slightly

sticky and plastic ; many roots around

surface of peds ; many angular reddish fine

grained sandstone fragments and flags ;

pll 4 .7

IZ 79 Vertical standing red fine grained sandstone

varying greatly around pit in size of

fragments or flags and degree of weathering .

Tile Coruhi .ll. soils are found mainly in the area between the

Iiackl iric Itoacl and Cornhill Road and cast of the village of

( :ornh i l. 1 . They occur on tile top of the ridges and appear to

he formed in sitsu from the underlying red fine grained

sanclstonc . 'flic soils are found at elevations similar to

the Anagance soils on the opposite side of the Robinson

hrool. Valley . 'l'lie bedrock sequence mentioned in the Bedrock

(~c~> I ~~a ;y suc t i oii i s very cv i clcn t iii the area wlic re the Co rrnhi 11

soils are found . The Cornhill soils are farmed extensively

w i t h ahparernt good results . The elevation at which they occur
give them certain climatic advantages over soils in lower
areas . In Table 4 the available nutrients for the Cornhill
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soil is high to very high for phosphorus low to medium for

potash very low for calcium and low to very low for magnesium .

There is a substantial increase in calcium and magnesium

and potash in the C horizon . The pH ranges from 5 .1 in the

surface to 4 .7 in the C horizon .

3 .3 .3 .3 KNIGHTVILLE

I,OCA'I' I ON :

TOPOGRAPHY :

1? 1, I:VAT I ON :

1)RAJNAGE :

LF . 203 879 Backline Road

6% ASPECT : S POSITION : Mid
475' asl . (158 m)
Moderately well INTERNAL : Good-Fair

EXTERNAL : Good-Fair
S'CONLNF:SS : 3-4
VI :GE'I'AT 10N Mixed hay
I3i :DROCK VEGETATION : Shale DEPTH : 1 .5 m
R001' PENETRATION : 42 cm+ around surface of flags
ORiGIN : Semi residual

11UR I ZON Depth

(cm)

0-15 Black 10 YR 2/1 ; silty clay loam ; medium
granular ; friable, sticky and plastic ;
abrupt boundary ; abundant fine roots ;
pH 5 .4

13f 15-35 Yellowish red 5 YR 5/8 ; gravelly loam ;

weak coarse breaking to fine sub angular

blocky ; friable, non sticky and plastic ;

abundant roots gradual wavy boundary

20-2So vol . of mainly sandstone gravel

pH 5 .2

C 3S-42 nark yellowish brown 10 YR 3/4 ; gravclly silty
clay loam ; weak medium sub angular
blocky ; friable, sticky and plastic ;
r;ravel as Bf, few fine roots ; abrupt
wavy boundary ; pH 4 .6
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IZ 42- mainly sandstone flags ivith sonic shale

Note : This particular site is a ti'a»s it ion zone het%vren

sandstone and the shale .

The soils occur throughout the southern half

of the parish but are more predominant in the Knightville=

Cornhill-Manhurst area . They are associated with the Corn-

hill, Salt Spring and Petitcodiac soils . The Knightville

soils have a distinct fine to .medium strong subangular
blocky structure like the Petitcodiac which was referred
to in past soil survey reports as nutty . At one or two
sites within the. parish a Knightville soil was found that

is definitely formed by the weathering of the underlying

shale bedrock . This type of Knightville becomes more
common in Salisbury parish . Usually the Knightville is

semi residual with many foreign fragments .

Although they are heavy textured the Knightville soils
drain well . They are suitable to a wide range of crops
and the range seems to be limited only by the local climate .

3 .3 .3 .4 LOMOND

LOCATION : LF 104 832 Whites Mountain

TOPOGRAPHY : G o ASPECT : N . W . POSITION : Top

1:1,1'.VA'I'ION : 600' asl . 200 m

DRAINAGE : Moderately well

S'I'ON I N11-'SS : 2-3

VI:G1:'I'ATIOV : Mixed hay

BEDROCK

INTERNAL : Pair EXTERNAL : Good

GEOLOGY : Volcanic tuffs, granite & basalts

ROOT

PENETRATION : 85 cm

ORIGIN : Semi residual

DEP'1'H : 86 cm
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HORIZON DEPTH

(cm)

Ap 0-30 Black 7 .S YR 2/0 gravelly silt loam ; well

developed fine sub angular blocky ; friable,

non-sticky & plastic ; gravel fragments

angular igneous predominately volcanic
tuffs ; 10 cm in diameter ; abrupt wavy

boundary ; abundant med very fine roots ;

pH 5 .4 .

Aej 30-35 Reddish gray 5 YR S/2 gravelly silt loam,

medium sub angular blocky ; friable, non-sticky

and plastic ; abrupt boundary ; abundant fine

& very fine roots ; gravel fragments as

above ; pH 5 .2 .

Bf 35-65 Yellowish red 5 YR S/8 gravelly silt loam ;

strong medium sub angular blocky ; friable,

non-sticky and plastic ; gravel fragments as

above, diffuse boundary ; plenty fine and very

fine roots ; pH 5 .2 .

C 65-8S Very dark grayish brown 2 .5 YR 3/2 ; gravelly

silt loam ; friable, non sticky and plastic ;

medium to fine sub angular blocky ; very few

fine roots, diffuse boundary ; gravel frag-

ments as above ; pH 5 .2 .

It 85+ Volcanic tuffs, basalts, etc .

The Lomond soils occur in the Whites Mountain area of. the parish .
There are areas which are cleared and farmed but much of the
cleared areas are reverting to forest . . The topography seems to
be the major problem in this area . Where the soils have suitable
topography, they seem to be well suited to hay and grain production
although stoniness is a problem . The available phosphorus ranges
from medium to high with very low to low ranges of available
potash and magnesium and very low to medium levels of available
calcium, Table 3 .
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3 .3 .3 .5 .1 PARLEEVILLE

LOCATION : LF 234939 Havelock Road

TOPOGRAPHY : 4% ASPECT : S POSITION : Mid

ELEVATION : 360' a .s .l . (120 m)

DRAINAGE : Well INTERNAL : Good

STONINESS : 2

EXTERNAL : Good

VI:GTi'['A'I'ION : Building lot, adjacent woods, abandoned

ii I :DROC K

GIi01 .OGY : Conglomerate DEPTH : 75 cm

ROOT

hliNl:'1'RA'I'ION : 7S cm

ORIGIN :

I IM I ZON DEPTH

(cm)

Ap 0-15

Ii C 1 S-28

BC 28-40

C 4S-75

R 75+

Remarks : The t

Ablational till (in situ)

farmland

Yellowish red 5 YR 4/6 ; gravelly loam with

weak medium granular structure ; friable,
non-plastic, nonsticky ; nH 4 .7

Reddish brown S YR 4/4 ; gravelly loam with

weak medium subangular blocky structure

breaking to single grain ; friable ; pH 4 .8

Reddish brown 2 .5 YR 4/4 ; gravelly sandy loam ;
weak medium subangular blocky structure
breaking to single grain ; moderately firm ; pH 4 .6 .

Reddish brown 2 .5 YR 4/4 ; gravelly sandy loam,
single grain structure ; firm ; pH 4 .S

op part of this profile has been disturbed . It
would seem that about 20 cm or so have been removed
but the depth to the bedrock in this area varies from
75 cm to 91 cm . There is a very slight trace of
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carbonates in the BC and C horizons and there are many

feldspars in the BC, C and in the bedrock . The bedrock

is stratified but relatively unsorted waterworked

gravel . There is a very coarse, almost boulder size

layer of gravel within the bedrock face exposed .

3 .3 .3 .5 .2 PARLEEVILLE

LOCATION : LF 155 923 Lower Ridge Road

TOPOGRAPHY : 7% ASPECT : E POSITION : Bottom i/3

ELEVATION : 425' asl (143 m)
DRAINAGE : Moderately well . INTERNAL : Good EXTERNAL : Good

-Fair

STONINESS : 2

VhGTTA'I'ION : Regenerating spruce, fir and alders

IiI;DR()C K

GI?OI,OGY : Conglomerate DEPTH : 1 .S m~

R()0'I'

1'I:N1 :1'ItA'1'ION : 100 cm

OR IGIN :

IIDIZ I ZON DI?P'I'II

(cm)

AP 0-17

Ae 17-21

Bf 21-36

Semi residual

Yellowish brown 10 YR 5/6 ; fine gravelly
loam-sandy loam ; weak coarse and medium
sub angular blocky ; friable, non-sticky
and plastic ; abrupt boundary ; abundant
medium roots ; pH S .0

Pinkish gray S YR 6/2 ; sandy loam, fine

sub angular blocky ; friable, non-sticky

and plastic ; plenty medium roots ; abrupt

boundary ; pH 5 .0

medium-fine sub angular blocky ; friable, non
sticky and plastic ; abundant medium roots ;

gradual intermittent boundary ; pH 5 .0

Reddish yellow S YR 6/8 ; sandy loam ; weak
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BC 36-46 Dark brown 7 .5 YR 4/4 ; loam, strong coarse

to medium sub angular blocky ; friable,

slightly sticky and plastic ; abundant

medium roots ; diffuse boundary ; pH 5 .0

(:1 46-80 Reddish brown 5 YR 4/4 ; gravelly sandy clay

loam ; weak fine sub angular blocky ;

friable, slightly sticky and plastic ; few
medium roots ; diffuse boundary ; gravel
fragments conglomerate gravel. (igneous)

very fe0over 5 cm in diameter ; pH S .0

C2 80-150 Dark reddish brown 5 YR 3/4 ; fine gravelly
clay loam ; coarse medium sub angular blocky ;
firm sticky and plastic ; gravel as above ;
pH 4 .8

3 .3 .3 .5 .3 PARLEEVILLE

LOCATION : LF 101 863 (South of Ridge Road between Whites
Mountain and Windgap roads)

TOPOGRAPHY : S-9o ASPECT : S POSITION : Mid
ELEVATION : 4S0' a . s . l . (1S0 m) .
DRAINAGE : Moderately well INTERNAL : Good EXTERNAL : Fair

S'I'ON INI;SS : 2

VEGETATION : Mixed forest

BEDROCK

GEOLOGY : Conglomerate DEPTH : 1 . S m I-

ROOT

PENETRATION : 7S cm

ORIGIN : Semi residual
"

HORIZON DEPTH

(cm)

LFH 5-0 Partially decomposed needles ; leaves and twigs ;

moderate medium granular ; friable .
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()-8 Light reddish brown S YR 6/3 ; sandy loam ; weak

mcdium granular ; friable ; abrupt irregular

boundary intermittent pockets to 20 cm ; many

roots .

B}if 8-13 Dark reddish brown 5 YR 3/3 ; sandy loam ; strong

medium granular ; friable ; clear broken boundary ;

many roots .

lif 13-28 Strong brown 7 .5 YR 4/6 ; loam ; moderate medium

granular friable ; many roots ; clear wavy

boundary .

13 28-43 Strong brown 7 .S YR 4/6 gravelly silt loam ;

moderate medium subangular blocky ; firm ;

gradual smooth boundary ; few to many roots ;

gravel fragments derived from weathered
conglomerate .

BC 43-80 Reddish brown 5 YR 5/4 ; gravelly silt loam ;

strong coarse subangular blocky ; very firm ;
abrupt wavy boundary ; few roots ; gravel

fragments as above .

C 80+ Reddish brown S YR 4/4 ; silt loam ; weak coarse
subangular blocky ; friable-moderately firm ;
very few roots .

NOTES: The B and BC horizons seem to be accumulations of
clay that has moved down slope rather than

vertically through the profile as described in
U111C .̀I' reports .
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1'arleeville soils occur mainly in the central portion of the

parish roughly between the Lower Ridge Road and T4annhurst-

Cornhill-Newtown Road and from Whites Mountain to the eastern

boundary of the parish . The soils are formed from conglomerate

bedrock ; in most cases a pebble or gravel comgiomer:ate but botll

coarser and finer bedrock was observed . 'flic Parlecville soils

-ire associated mainly with the Queenville and Salisbury soils

and have some of the characteristics of both . For instance

there are many feldspars in both the Parleeville and the

Salisbury soils and there is a gravelly phase of the Salisbury

very much like the heavier textured Parleeville . Similarily,

the finer conglomerate on which Parleeville is somtimes formed

is quite similar to the feldspathic grit on which the Queen-

ville soil is formed . At only a few sites were free carbonates

found and in most cases, there were in road cuts or pits and

were more than 100 cm from the surface . The imperfectly and

poorly drained Parleeville soils are usually heavier textured

than the well drained soils and in some cases a thick (20 cm)

horizon of clay loam is formed . Whether the heavier textures

is due to the movement of fines by water down slope or down

through the profile or to other pedogeni.c processes has not

been determined as yet .

'1'hc 1'arl.ceville soils are farmed with apparent good

results . They tend to have gently

topography and produce good yields

area . Available phosphorus ranges

low to high ranges of potash, very

rolling to rolling
of crops common to the

from medium to very high,

low levels of calcium

and very low to low levels of magnesium .

3 .3 .3 .6 .1 QUEENVILLE

SAMPLED 1976 : Lab YH763L

LOCATION : LF 189883

TOPOGRAPHY : 4% ASPECT : S

1:Ll:VATION : 260' a .s .l . (87 m)

POSITION : Bottom
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llItA 1 NAG l : : W011-modec"ately well INTERNAL : Good L:X'1'liltNAL : 1'air

ti'fl)N I Nl ;Sti . 2

VI ;Cf:'1'l1'I'ION : Alders, grasses (abandoned field)

" BEDROCK

GEOLOGY : Feldspathic grit conglomerate DEPTH : 13S cm

ROOT

PENETRAT ION : 100 cm

ORIGIN : Ablational till (in situ)

I10RI ZON DIiP'f'II
(cm)

"

"

"

"

"

"

"

Al~ 0-18 Dark reddish brown S YR 3/3 ; loam ; medium
to coarse granular ; friable, non-sticky, non-
plastic ; abrupt boundary ; many roots ; pH 5 .0

13f1 , 18-25 Yellowish red 5 YR 4/6 ; medium sandy loam ;

weak medium granular ; friable, non-sticky,

non-plastic ; abrupt boundary ; many roots ;

pIi 5 .2

lif2 25-42 Dark brown 7 .5 YR 4/2 ; medium sandy loam ;
weak subangular blocky breaking to coarse
granular ; friable, non-sticky, non-plastic ;
abrupt boundary ; many roots ; pH 5 .2

13 42-65 Reddish brown 5 YR 4/4 ; sandy loam ; weak
medium subangular blocky breaking to medium

granular ; moderately firm, non-sticky,

non-plastic ; diffuse boundary ; many roots,
pll 5 .0

BC 65-78 Red 2 .5 YR 4/6 ; sandy loam ; intermittent ;
weak subangular blocky breaking to very weak
granular structure almost single grain ;
moderately firm ; diffuse boundary ; few roots ;
pll S . l



"
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C:1 78-123 Reddish brown S YR 4/4 ; fine gravelly sandy
loam ; weak medium subangular blocky to si.ilgle
gr4iin ; 1'irm resrmhl iiig t lie bedrock; d i fCusc

boundary ; few roots to 100 cm ; pH 5 .2

C2 123-135 Dark red 2 .5 YR 3/6 ; sandy loam ; single grain ;
friable ; intermittent ; appears to be in situ
weathering of sandstone layers in bedrock .

R 135 - Feldspathic grit bedrock ; at this site, the
bedrock is finer than usual .

3 .3 .3 .6 .2 QUEENVILLE

LOCATION : LF 221 948 (Havelock Air Strip)
SAMPLED : 19,78 Lab # : H781
TOPOGRAPHY : 2% ASPECT : W POSITION : Upper
ELEVATION : 390' a .s .l . (130 m)
DRAINAGE : Moderate-well INTERNAL : Good EXTERNAL : Good
STONINESS : 2
VEGETATION : Gray birch, willows, grasses (on edge of

airstrip)
BEDROCK
GEOLOGY : Feldspathic grit conglomerate DEPTH : 150 cm
ROOT
PENETRATION : 100 cm
ORIGIN : This appears to be more of a lodgement till than

an ablational till, more like the Salisbury .

"

HORIZON DEPTH

(cm)

Ap 0-25 Reddish brown 5 YR 4/4 ; loam ; medium granular ;
friable, very slightly sticky, slightly
plastic ; abrupt boundary ; many roots ; pH 5 .1

Ae Trace Reddish brown 5 YR 5/3 ; loam ; medium granular
friable ; abrupt boundary ; many roots ; pH 4 .9
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B .f 25-40 Dark brown 7 .5 YR 3/4 ; loam ; weak medium

subangular breaking to coarse granular ;

friable non-sticky, non-plastic ; abrupt.

boundary ; many roots ; much coarse grit and

many feldspars ; pH 4 .9

40-60 Reddish brown 5 YR 4/4 ; loam ; moderate medium

subangular blocky ; moderately firm ; slightly

sticky and plastic ; diffuse boundary ; many

roots ; much grit and many feldspars ; pH 5 .0

C 60-125 Reddish brown 2 .5 YR 3 .S/4 ; gritty silt

loam ; strong medium-coarse subangular blocky ;

very firm, moderately sticky and plastic ;
diffuse boundary ; few roots ; pH 4 .9

ITC 125 Reddish brown 2 .5 YR 4/4 ; sandy loam ; single

grain ; moderately firm ; pH 5 .4

The Queenville soils occur in the same general areas of the

parish as the Parleeville soils and are closely associated with

the Parleeville and Salisbury soils . The Queenville soils are

formed on a feldspathic grit type of conglomerate which varies

from a sandstone type rock to a fine gravelly conglomerate .

In some cases, the gravel content of the bedrock increases to the

point that it is quite similar to the Parleeville bedrock . The

depth to the bedrock varies throughout the parish from 40 cm to

more than 100 cm . In the Creek Road area, there are areas of

poorly drained Queenville soils where indication are the shallow

depth to bedrock could be responsible for the drainage
conditions that exist .

The Queenville soils have been cleared and farmed but
presently much of the cleared area is reverting to forest
with very small areas still in agriculture . The available
nutrients (Table 4) show low to medium range for phosphorus
except the B horizon, medium to low levels of potash, very
low levels of calcium and magnesium . The pH ranges from
5 .0 to 5 .2 .
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3 .3 .3 .7 SALT SPRINGS

" LOCATION : LF 215 880 Junction of Backline Road & Havelock

Mannhurst Road

TOPOGRAPHY : 12-15a ASPECT : East POSITION : Mid

I?LI:VATION : 75' asl . (25 m)

" DRAINAGE : Imperfect (seepage) INTERNAL : Fair EXTERNAL : Good-
Fair

STONINESS : 1
VEGETATION : Mixed hay

" BEDROCK
GE0LOGY : Shale DEPTH : 1 m

ROOT
PI:NF:'I'RATION : 55 cm

ORTGIN : S.emi-residual

110121 ZON I)i;P'I'if
(cm)

"
Ap 0-20 Brown 10 YR 4/3 loam - silty clay loam,

friable, sticky and plastic ; few faint,

fine brownish yellow 10 YR 6/8 mottles ;

" strong coarse sub angular blocky ; abundant

roots ; abrupt wavy boundary ; pH 5 .0

Bf 20-30 Yellowish brown 10 YR 5/6 gravelly silty

" clay loam, strong coarse-medium sub angular

blocky ; gradual wavy boundary ; abundant fine

roots ; pH 5 .0

" BCg 30-55 Very dark grayish brown 2 .5 Y 3/2 gravelly
loam ; moderate - coarse sub angular blocky
weak fine sub angular blocky friable, non
sticky & plastic ; many diffuse light olive

" brown 2 .5 Y 5/4 mottles ; few medium & fine
roots gradual wavy boundary ; pH 4 .8
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Cg 55- Olive 5 Y 4/4 silt loam, coarse sub angular

blocky ; very firm plastic & sticky ;

weathered shale many brownish yellow 10 YR

6/6 mottles ; no roots ; pH 4 .6

The Salt Springs soils occur in Knightville-Cornhill-Mannhurst

areas and is associated with the Cornhill and Knightville soils .

They occur downslope from the Cornhill and upslope from the

Knightville as a rule although there is an intermingling

especially between the Knightville and Salt Springs . The
bedrock of the Salt Springs is a gray shale which weathers to

give a silty clay texture to the soil . In this area, the

profiles are not deep and often the weathered shale bedrock

can be seen within the Ap horizon . The topography of the Salt

Springs tends to be more
clue to the softer nature

Cornhi.l.l and Knightville

farmed extensively .

dissected than most soils probably

of the shale bedrock . Like the
soils, the Salt Springs soils are

The pH range varies from 5 .7 in the surface horizon to

5 .4 at 60-90 cm with phosphorus in the low to medium range,

potash ranges from low to medium with a very low to medium

range for calcium and a low to high range for magnesium .

3 .3 .3 .8 SUNBURY

LOCATION :
TOPOGRAPHY :
ELEVATION :
DRAINAGE :

STONINESS :
VEGETATION :

LF 102 957 Springhill Road Extension
20% ASPECT : North POSITION : Top
250' a .s .l . (83 m)
Moderately well INTERNAL : Good

EXTERNAL : Good to Fair

2

Forest - white birch, trembling aspen, fir,
red maple

BEDROCK
GEOLOGY : Pennyslvania Gray Sandstone DEPTH : 85 cm
ROOT
PENETRATION : 85 cm with some extending into bedrock cracks

ORIGIN : Semi-Residual
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HORIZON DEPTH
(cm)

l,Ftf 8-0

Ae 0-13

Bf 13-20

BC 20-43

Cl 43-SS

C2 5S-8S

Black 7 .S YR 7/0 ; crumb ; friable ; greasy

abundant med & fine roots ; abrupt wavy

boundary .

Pinkish gray ; gravelly sandy loam ; weak
medium platy breaking to coarse sub
angular blocky ; friable ; non sticky, non

plastic ; abrupt irregular boundary,
abundant coarse roots ; pH 4 .0

Yellowish red S YR S/8 ; loam, strong

coarse sub angular blocky ; friable, non
sticky and plastic ; abrupt irregular
boundary ; abundant fine roots ; pH 4 .4

Reddish brown 2 .5 YR 4/4 ; gravelly silt
loam ; weak medium coarse sub angular
blocky ; friable, non sticky and plastic ;
abrupt wavy boundary ; plenty fine & medium
roots ; pH 4 .4

Dark reddish brown S YR 3/2 ; gravelly
silt loam-loam ; friable, non-sticky and
plastic ; moderate medium sub angular
blocky ; plenty medium and coarse roots ;
clear wavy boundary ; pH 4 .4

loam ; 60% gravel fragments predominately
sandstone ; friable, non sticky & plastic ;
weak medium sub angular blocky, abundant
fine roots ; pH 4 .4

Dark reddish brown 5 YR 3/2 ; gravelly
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The Sunbury soils occur in the northern portion on the

Pennsylvania gray sandstone . These soils are associated with

the Reece and Harcourt soils but appear to be formed more in

situ from the underlying coarse grained sandstone . The

texture ranges from a coarse loamy sand-sandy loam and are

quite porous hence droughty . Very little if any of the

Sunbury soils have been cleared in the parish .

The available nutrients (Table 3) shows low to very low

ranges of all elements except for a medium phosphorus at

60-9O cm . The pti ranges from 4 .8-5 .4 .

3 .3 .4 Alluvial Soils

3 .3 .4 .1 KENNEBECASIS

The Kennebecasis soils occur in scattered pockets in the

northern portion of the parish near the Canaan River .

They are older alluvian soils and very similar to the

Riverbank soils except for color . The texture ranges

from a fine loamy sand to fine sandy loam . These soils

are associated with the Riverbank and Gagetown series

but are not as extensive, being found only in the area

mentioned .

3 .3 .4 .2 .1 RIVERBANK Gravelly Phase

LOCATION : LG 148045 (Perry Road)

'fOPOGRAPHY : 80 (Hummocky) ASPECT : S POSITION : Mid

ELEVATION : 100' a .s .l . (33 m)

DRAINAGE : Well INTERNAL : Good EXTERNAL : Good
STONINESS : 3
VEGETATION : Cut over, white birch, red maple, white spruce,

white pine

ROOT

PENETRATION : 60 cm

ORIGIN : Fluvial
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HORIZON DEPTH

(cm)

I,l'}1 5-0

/1p 0-S

Bf S-15

BC 15-40

(:1 40-60
loam ; weak coarse subangular blocky to

single grain ; very firm in situ ; appears

to be cemented ; gradual wavy boundary ; few

fine and medium roots ; many feldspars,
gravel fragments rounded sandstones and
metamorphics .

C2 60 Reddish brown S YR 4/4 ; gravelly sandy
loam ; single grain ; moderate firm ; very
few fine roots ; gravel fragments as in C1 .

3 .3 .4 .2 .2 RIVERBANK (over till)

LOCATION : LG 165042 (Perry Road)
TOPOGRAPHY : 50 (Hummocky) ASPECT : W POSITION : Top

ELEVATION : 75' a .s .l . (25 m)

Dark reddish brown S YR 2 .S/2 ; felted

medium granular ; friable .

Brown 7 .5 YR S/2 ; loam ; weak medium

granular ; friable ; abrupt boundary ; many

- medium and fine roots ; pockety .

Dark brown ; 7 .5 YR 3/4 ; sandy loam ; weak
medium granular ; friable, non-sticky, non-
plastic ; abrupt boundary ; many fine and
medium roots .

Dark brown 7 .5 YR 4/4 ; loam ; weak medium
subangular blocky to single grain ; friable,
non-sticky, non-plastic ; clear smooth
boundary ; many fine and medium roots .

Reddish brown 5 YR 4/4 ; gravelly sandy



DRAINAGE : Well INTERNAL : Good EXTERNAL : Good

STONINESS : 2

t VEGETATION :
B}:DROCK
GhOI,OGY :
It00'1'
PENETRATI N :

ORIGIN :

HORIZON DEPTH
(cm)

LFH 5-0

Ae 0-2

Bf 2-17

"
B 17-29

C:1 29-56

C2 56-60

40

Red maple, white spruce, blueberries

Penn . Gray Sandstone DEPTH : I mf

60 cm
Alluvial/moraine

Black 10 YR 2/1 ; fibrous .

Reddish brown 5 YR S/3 ; fine-medium

sandy loam ; weak granular to single

grain ; friable ; abrupt clear boundary ;

many roots .

Strong brown 7 .5 YR 4/6 ; fine-medium sandy

loam ; weak granular to single grain ;

friable ; abrupt clear boundary ; many roots .

Strong brown 7 .5 YR 4/6 ; medium sandy

loam ; weak medium subangular blocky to

single grain ; friable ; clear smooth

boundary ; many roots .

Dark brown 7 .5 YR 3/4 ; medium sandy loam ;

weak medium subangular blocky to single

grain ; clear irregular boundary ; many roots .

intermittent few roots .

Dark brown 7 .5 YR 3/4 ; gravelly sandy loam ;

weak medium subangular blocky to single
grain ; friable clear smooth boundary ;
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tic 60-90 Dark reddish brown 5 YR 3/4 ; silt loam ;

moderate medium subangular blocky ; firm ;

abrupt smooth boundary ; many gray sandstone

flags ; few feldspars ; very few roots .

The Riverbank soils are older alluvium . They occur in

small localized pockets throughout the parish . The Riverbank

soils in Havelock parish tend to be gravelly and coarser

textured than the model Riverbank resulting in a porus soil

that tends to be droughty . The fertility range would be

similar to the Kennebecasis with all elements in the very

low to low or low medium range .

3 .3 .4 .3 INTERVAL

The Interval soils are recent alluvium . They have little or

no profile development and in some cases new material is

added each year during freshets . These soils occur on the

alluvial flats along rivers and streams . There are scattered

pockets of interval soils throughout the parish but in total

they make up a small percentage of the total area . The

texture of the Interval varies from a very fine sandy loam to

almost pure silt . In other areas where more extensive deposits

of these soils occur, they are farmed extensively ; the only

problem being flooding during spring freshet .

3 .3 .4 .4 SUSSEX

The comments on Interval soils generally apply to the Sussex

soils ; the only difference being in the color of the material

deposited with the Sussex being reddish colored . The Sussex

soils occur in a few ;isolated areas in the parish .

3 .4 Soil Sampling and Data Collection

During the field work a number of sites were sampled for

laboratory analysis . In addition, pH determinations using
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indicators were done at many of the examination sites

during the course of the field work . Three types of

sampling was carried out . The data tables are given

in Section .

3 .4 .1 Surface Samples

Surface samples were collected randomly from cultivated

fields for determination of pH, available P205, K20, Ca

and Mg . The sites where these samples were taken

corresponded to sites examined during the survey and

pinpointed on the aerial photographs . In taking these

samples the intention was to correlate the lab results

with the mapping units and then to compare the fertility

status of the various map units .

7
3 .4 .2 Sub Surface Samples

When detailed soil descriptions were taken loose samples

were collected from the various horizons for determination

of pH, available P205, K20, Ca and Mg . This sampling

was not started until the second year of the field work

and was initiated to supplement the data obtained from

pit samples .

3 .4 .3 Pit Samples

Pits were dug at nine sites with core and loose samples

taken for detailed chemical and physical analysis . The

depths of the pits was 1S0-180 cm and were selected

to obtain samples of the most representative soils of

the parish .

f 3 .S Methods of Analysis :
3 .5 .1 Physical Analysis :
Fine particle distribution :
Percentages of sand, silt and clay were determined using

41 the hydrometer method after first destroying the organic
matter with hydrogen peroxide .
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Bulk Density :

Calculated from weight of known volume of soil in cores .

Moisture retention at 10 cm, SO cm and 1/3 atmosphere .

Tension Table method as described in Manual on Soil

Sampling and Methods of Analysis 1976 .

Estimated K value :

Method as described in A Soil Erodibility Nomograph

For Farmland and Construction W . H . Wischneier, C . B .

.Johnson and B . V . Cross Journal of Soil and Water

Conservation Sept . - Oct . 1971 .

3 .5 .2 Chemical Analysis

Available K20 Ca, Mg .
Extraction with 1 .ON Ammonium Acetate (pH7) analysis by

atomic absorption spectrophotometer

Available P20 S .

I:xtraction with solution ( .03 NH4F and .025NHC1) analysis

by auto analyzer .
pH
Paste method using water
o Organic Matter
Extraction with potassium dichromate and. sulphuric

acid titrated using iron sulphate .

3 .5 .3 Laboratory Data
The laboratory data is given in Tables 2 - 6 . For this

report only a brief discussion of the data will follow

the tables . The data will be discussed in greater detail

in the interpretative phases of the study .
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4 . Soil Maps

Basically the object of a soil map is to providea mental picture

of soil conditions on the ground . Since soil is heterogeneous

m~atc~r :i.al the accuracy of how well this is done depends on a number

of factors which are-concerned with the objectives of the study

and the cost benefit ratio of the information gathered .

It is possible at a 1 :10,000 scale to show an area on the map of

0 .5 cm2 equivalent to 0 .5 ha ~on the ground . In practice this cannot

be done for the whole area since such a map would be overloaded

and unreadable;therefore the map units used must reflect the condi-

tions on the .ground by grouping conditions of soil similarities

and delineating these areas from other dissimilar areas bearing in

mind that as a rule the change between areas is gradual and cannot

be depicted accurately by a penline .

The soil maps of the parish are composed of 21 ortho map sheets

at a scale of 1 :10,000 or 833' per inch . An index of these sheets

aregiven in Figure 4 . Plastic copies of these maps are on file

- -from these paper copies will be produced ., With few exceptions

is not intended to print a complete set of maps for each report

distributed . Individuals interested in a particular area can request

a copy of the map for that area from the N .B . Department of Agri-

culture .
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4 .1 Map Legend

Due to the number of individual map sheets Figure 4,

the soil legend does not appear on the ortho photo

maps . The symbols used are a combination of letters

and numbers and their interpretation is as follows .

4 .1 .2 SOIL MAP UNIT

The first letter or letters in the mapping symbol denotes

the soil map unit . The list of symbols is as follows :

Glacial Till Soils
Name Map Symbol

Harcourt HT

Lower Ridge LR
Petitcodiac Pe
Reece Re
Salisbury Sa
Salem Sm

Stoney Brook SB

Glacial Outwash

- Gagetown G

Anagance
Cornhill
Knightville
Lomond
Parleeville

Queenville
Salt Spring
Sunbury

Alluvial
- Kennebecasis Ke
- Riverbank Ri

- Interval I

- Sussex Sx
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4 .1 .3 DRAINAGE CLASS

The first number denotes the drainage class of the map

unit, the definitions being as follows :

1 - well drained soil

2 - a complex of well and imperfectly drained soils

3 - imperfectly drained soils

4 - a complex of imperfectly and poorly drained soils

S - poorly drained soils

4 .1 .4 TEXTURAL PHASE

The second number denotes the textural phase for the soil

if it varies from the modal texture of that soil .

6 - gravelly phase

7 - loam phase
8 - silt loam-clay loam phase

4 .1 .5 TOPOGRAPHY CLASS

The second letter denotes the slope classes of the soil

as follows :
Single Slopes

Name

Class Complex Slopes

Name Slope

depressional to level a nearly level 0 .0 to 0 .5

very gently sloping b gently undulating 0 .5+ to 2

gently sloping c undulating 2+ to 5

moderately sloping d gently rolling 5t to 9

strongly sloping e moderately rolling 9+ to 15

steeply sloping f strongly rolling 15+ to 30

very steeply sloping g hilly 30+,to 60

extremely sloping h very hilly over 60

4 .1 .6 STONINESS CLASS

The stoniness classes are shown by a number following the

topographical class letter if it is less or more than Class 2 .

Where no number is shown, the stoniness is Class 2 .
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Stoniness Classes

(:l :Iss 1 slightly stony

2 moderately stony

3 very stony

4 exceedingly stony

5 excessively stony

slight to no hinclerence to cultivation

some interference to cultivation

some clearing required

considerable clearing required

too stony for cultivation

4 .1 .7 DRAINAGE TYPE

'I'he type of drainage for imperfectly to poorly drained

soils is indicated by a

foll.owing
stoniness

the stoniness
following the

s - seepage

c - channels

p - ponding

Example :
Qv3d3s

letter or combination of letters

class or in the case of Class

topographical classes .

Qv - Queensville soil

3 - imperfectly drained

cl - 5-9a complex slopes

3 - Class 3 - very stony

s - seepage

2

In instances where a soil complex is mapped the symbolization

is the same with two soils shown, i .e . Qv3P13d3s

Where a soil overlays another the symbolization would

be Qv3/P13d3s
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Map
Code Name

Date
Sur veyed

Date
Pu blis hed Scal e

A . Federal Soil Survey Reports

1 . Fredericton-Gagetown 1938-39 1940 1 : 96,040
2 . Woodstock 1939 1944 1 :126,720
3 . Southeastern N .B . 1940-42 1950 1 :126,720
4 . Southwestern N .B . 1943-49 1953 1 : 63,360
5 . Andover-Plaster Rock 1947-52 1964 1 : 63,360
6 . Tobacco soils 1960 1964 --
7 . Northern Victoria County - 1948-61 1976 1 : 63,360
8 . Madawaska 1953-65 In Print 1 : 50,000

B . Areas Surveyed but not yet published

WR Western Restigouche 1955-date
WG Western Gloucester 1963-1966
EG Eastern Gloucester 1963-1967
C-M-H Chipman-Minto-Harcourt 1965-1966 1981-82 1 : 50,000
RR Rogersville-Richibucto 1973-1976 1980-81 1 : 50,000

N & C
NB Northern & Central N .B . 1977- 1 :250,000
S Sussex 1978- 198? 1 : 20,000

C . Provincial Surveys

BPC Belledune Planning 1977 1977 1 : 25,000
Commission

~PC RestigouchP Planning 1978 1979 1 : 25,000
Commission

CAPPA Peninsula Planning 1976- 1 : 10,000
Commission Continuing

ST .QK St . Quentin-Kedgwick 1979- 1 : 50,000
Continuing

Approximate smallest area that could be shown using different scales :

1 : 63,360 20 acres 1 :10,000 .5 .acres

1 : 96,040 45 acres 1 :20,000 2 acres

1 :126,720 80 acres 1 :50,000 12 acres

1 :250,000 240 acres
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TABLE 2

Available Nutrients

Surface (Ap) Horizons

Phosphorus Potash Calcium Magnesium
(P205) (KLO) (Ca) (Mg)

Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha
~ield No . pii lb/A R

I

lb/A R lb/A R lb/A R

J-687S-1 4.7 282 H 515 VH 2184- M 224 M
2S2 460 1950 200

2 5 .3 213
__

M 571 VH 2408 H 300 H
190 510 2150 268

4 5 .6 38 VL 146 M 4144 VH 213 M
34 130 3700 190

5 4 .8 149 M 358 H 2604 H 159 M
133 320 2325 142

6 5 .2 205 M 123 M 1960 M 45 VL
183 110 _1750 40

7 5 .7 251 H 123 M 2632 H 27 VL
224 110 2350 24_

8 5 .0 151 M 99 L 2128 M 103 L
135 80 1900 92

9 6 .4 179 M 123 M 4480+ VH 22 VL
160 110 4000+ 20

.I-19875-1 5 .6 24 VL 84 L 1926 M 61 L
21 75 1720 54

2 5 .3 18 VL 123
_
M 2083 M 93 L

16 110 1860 83_
4 5 .2 54 VL 179 M 829 L 34 TL '

48 160 740 30
5.1 77 L 381 VH 2486 H 267 H

69 340 2220 23 8
7 4 .8 6 VL 123 M 3741 VH 291 H

5 110 3340 260
9 6.0 147 M 476 VH 4032 VH 235 H

131 425 3600 210
-20875-1 5.8 2 VL 140 M 2688 H 67 L

2 125 2400 60
2 6.0

_
2 VL 112 L 4480+ VH 150 M
2 100 4000+ 134_

3 5.0 3 VL 95 L 2106 M 114 M I
3 VL 8 5 1880 102 '

S 5 .4 10 L 140 M 2397 H 112 L
9 125 2140 100

. 85 291 H 3629 VH 244 H
76 260 3240 21.8

- 5 .1 36 VL 157 M 1590 M 74 L
32 140 1420 66

-21875-1 6 .7 36 17 101 L 4480 VH 45 VLI T 32 90 4000+ 40



ield No .

.

H

Phosphorus
(P205)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Potash
(KLO)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Calcium
(Ca)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Magnesium
(Mg)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

IIJ-21875-2 6.9 69
62

L 179
160

M 4480+
4000+

VH 47
4_2

VL

4 5 .2 6
5

VL 123
110

M 2800
2500

H 246
220

H

5 6.2 16
14

VL 179
160

M 3226
2880

H 74
66

L
I

7 5 .2 30
27

VL 134
120

M 1725
1540

M 296
264

H

8 6.5 8
7

VL 101
90

L 3539
3160

VH 47
42

VL I

12 6.9 16
14

VL 381
340

VH 4480+
4000+

vii 113
101

M

1.3 5 .3 46
41

VL 280
250

H 1277
1140

M 56
SO

L

,T-7887.5-1 6 .2 125
112

M 1344+
1200+

VH 4099
3660

vii 115
103

M

2 5 .9
__
110
98

L 246
220

H 3987
__3560

VH 1S7
140

M

3. 72
64

L 213
190

M 3517
3140

VH 83
74

L '

875- 1. 6 . 0 4
21

151
135

M 3069
2740

H 112
100

L I

5~1. - . 1
14

VL 112
100

L 2890
2580

H 92
82

L

,T- 18975- 5 . 8
7

VL 151
135

M 2150
1920

M 111
99

L

-19975- 1 .
2

VL 134
120

M 2890
2580

H 90
80

L

J-19975- 3 .
5

VL
_

168
150

M 2285
2040

H 115
103

M
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Phosphorus Potash CalciLun Magnesium
(P205) (Kl0) (Ca) (Mg)

Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha
~ield No . pH lb/A R lb/A R lb/A R lb/A R

3676 . 6 .0 2 VL 224 M 3629 VH 112 L
2 200 3240 - 100

6765 ,J 6 .5 6 VL 237 H 4480+ VH 336+ vii
5 212 + +

761 J 6.2 6 VL 202 M 4234 VH 327 H
5 180 3780 292

J 4.9 515+ VH 336+ VH 2231 M 336+ VH
460+ 300+ + _

.6761.0 J 6.8 515+ VH 206 M 2957 H 94 L
460+ 184 26

763 J 5.9 62 L 336+ VH 1882 M 112 L
55 300+ 1680 100

.7 6 VL 237 H 1658 M 296 H
5 212 1 _

Tf67W- J .1 344 vii 251 H 2688 H 121 M
307 224 2400

2267610 J 5 .0 46 VL 336 + VH 3539 VH 336+ H
41 300+ 3160 300+

36765 J 5.7 123 M 148 M 1340 M 76 L
110 132 1196 68

7764 J 4 .9 113 M 206 M 672 L 72 L
101 184 600 64

,87763 J S.0 56 L 229 H 874 L 121 M
204 780 108

77611 J S.1 10 VL 157 M 511 VL 36 VL
140 456 32

97762 J 5 .2 10 VL 103 L 977 L 72 L
92 872 64

987685 4 .6 121 M 156 M 175 VL 28 VL
39 . l 25

25876 4 5 .5 4.9 VL 160 M 1084 L 62 L
43 968 55

25876 11 J 5.3 118 M 188 M 825 L 85 L
105 168 737 76

29766 5.6 26 VL 138 M 739 L 124 M
23 123 660 111

29768 5.2 56 L 253 H 1084 L 262 H
50 226 968 234

29769 5.4 100 L 184 M 643 L 114 M
89 164 574 102

297610 5.5 159 m 234
H I

0
~ ~

55
J

VL
20 9 I 29 L_ 49
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Phosphorus Potash Calcium Magnesium
(P205) (Kl0) (Ca) (Mg)

Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha
'ield No . pli lb/A R lb/A R lb/A R lb/A R

A297612 ' 5 .2 149 M 234 H 763 L 197 M
133 209 681 176

A39766 ~ 5 .6 26 VL 138 M 739 L 124 M
23 123 660 111

7 5 .6 105 L 184 M 1323 M 156 M
94 164 1181 139

8 5.4 30 VL 188 M 1148 M 202 M
27 168 1025 180

A99762 ,J 5 .8 44 VL 197 M 1773 M 336t VH '
39 176 1583 300+

C99762 6.0 24 VL 124 M 2769 H 243 H
21 111 2472 217

99763 .J S .1 62 L 221 M 936 L 262 H
55 197 836 234

4 5.8 30 VL 308 H 2416 H 336+ VH '
27 275 2157 300+

5 5.7 41 VL 193 M 1865 M 248 H
37 172 166S 221

C99766 ,J 5 .9 24 VL 147 M 1723 M 2S3 H
21 131 1538 226

A97768 ,J S .9 20 VL 124 M 1120 L 313 H
18 111 1000 279_

C97769 J S.4 100 L 336+ VH 1478 M 336t VH '
89 300+ 1_3_20 300+

10 J 5.7 52 VL 336+ VH 1951 M 336 VH i
46 300+ 1742 300+ '

997611 J 5.2 59 L 206 M 1474 M 336+ vii
53 184 1316 300+

12 5.9 52 VL 285 H 3334 H 336+ VI-I
46 254 2977_ 300+

13 5.5 52 VL 280 H 1933 M 336+ VII
46 250 1726 300+

97615 5.8 28 VL 142 M 1268 M 225 Ii
25 127 1132 201

l6 5.3 82 L 267 H 2103 M 336+ VH
73 238 1878 300+

1.09762 J 5.8 92 L 336+ VH 606 L 138 M
82 300+ 541 123

49762 J 5 .2 46 VL 188 M 1253 M 129 M
41 168 1119 115

S 5 .6 123 ~ : 216 M 1235 M 239 H
- 110 193 1103J ~ 213 1
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Phosphorus Potash Calcium Magnesium
(P205) (K2 0) (Ca) (Mg)

Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha
~ield No . pH lb/A R lb/A R lb/A R lb/A R

149766 6.2 36 VL 133 M 1809 M 293 H
32 119 161S 262_

7 5.7 36 VL 336+ VH 1308 M 262 H
3

9 5.4 308 11 147 M 1102 L 221 M
275 131 984 - 197

C159762PC 5.5 46 VL
_

206 M 1447 M 258 H
41 184 1292 230

A159763PC 5.6 97 L 321
_
H 1865 M 336+ VH

87 287 _ 1665 300+
C159764PC 5 .5 44 VL 321 H 1539 M 321 H

39 287 1374 287_
A159766PC 5.3 139 M 336+ UH 1410 M 336+ UH

124 300+ 1259 300+_
7 5 .3 38 VL 193 M 1814 M 336+ VH

34 172 _ 1620 300+
8 6 .4 12 VL 188 M 2255 H 336+ VH

11 168 2013 300+
9 5 .8 360 VH 147 M 621 L 87 L

321 131 554_ 78_
10 5 .4 515+ VH 133 M 431 VL 55 VL

460+ 119 385 49
11 6.0 133 M 96 L 1400 M 37 VL

119 86 _ 1250 33
12 5.8 46 VL 161 M 1745 M 151 M

41 144 _ 1558 135
13 5.3 49 VL 193 M 721 L 166 M

44 172 644 148
A169761PC 7.0 239 H 166 M 2718 H 59 L

213 148 _ 2427 53
4 6.0 16 VL 120 M 2066 M 258 H

14 107 1845 230
8 6.2 59 L 267 H 2237 M 336+ VH

53 238 _ 1997 300+
10 5.5 118 M 336+ UH 1111 L 267 H

105 300+ 992 238
11 5.8 80 L 151 M 1089 L 142 M

71 135 972 127
A189765PC 6.2 82 L 336+ VH 2227 M 326 H

73 300+ 1988 291
A239762J 5.4 74 '_ 179 M 1402 I M I 216 J M

66 160 12 52) L 193
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ielc3 No . H

Phosphorus
(P205)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Potash
(KLO)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Calcium
(Ca)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Magnesium
(Mg)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

3 6.2 259
231

H 259
231

H 1713
1529

M 122
109

M

4 5.0 82
73

L 254
227

_
H 451

403
VL 75

67
L

5 5 .8 249
222

H 160
143

M 1148
1025

M 62
55

L

A2397612J 6 .4 46
41

VL 150
134

M 2487
_ 2310

H 254
227

H

C249761J 5.8 28
25

VL 169
151

M
_

2399
21 42

H 310
227

H

C2249762J 5 .2 34
30

VL 132
118

M 498
445

VL 80
71

L
_

3 6,3 52
46

VL 115
103

M 1985
1772

M 134
120

M
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The data in Table 2 will be correlated with the soil map units

during Phase II of the study . Being random samples, they cover

all surface soil conditions found in the parish . The range of

values in the data indicate a wide range in the fertility status

of surface samples . While some of this difference is due to soil

factors a lot is due to management practices .

PROFILE DESCRIPTION SAMPLES

The lab results from the first seasons pit samples indicated we

needed more lab data to characterize some of the chemical proper-

ties of the map units so when detailed descriptions were taken

loose samples of the major horizons were also taken . It was

later decided to sample at various depths rather than by horizons .

The data for these samples is given in the following table .
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Available Nutrients of Selected Profiles

Table 3

Phosphorus Potash Calcium Magnesium
(1'205) (K20) (Ca) (Mg)

Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha Kg/ha
~.ield No . p11 lb/A R lb/A R lb/A R lb/A R

t Ap 5 .0 67 L 94 L 112 VL
1660 84 100

I3f 5 .5 30 VL 67 L 130 VL 9 VL
27 60 116 8_

13t S .2 6 VL - ----49 VL 81 VL 31 VL
5 44 72 28

C 5 .2 67
60

L 40
36

VL 108
96

VL 22
20

VL

c lif 4 .2 80
71

L 105
94

L 72
64

VL 22
20

VL

13 4 .9 103
92

L 54
48

VL 90
so

VL 9
A

VL

Cl 4 .2 215 M 130 M 63 VL 18 VL
2 116 S6 16

rl'C 5 .0 118 M 54 VL 161 VL 103 L
105 8 144 92

'1 Ap 4 .7 62 L 112 L 193 VL 27 VL
00 172 24_ _

Bf 4 .8 179 M 121 M 49 VL 13 VL
160 108 44 12

13c 4 .6 239 H 99 L 49 VL 16 VL
213 88 44 14

C 4.5 241 H 99 L 27 VL 34 VL
215 88 24 30_

'13 Ap 5.0 10 VL 134 M 1089 L 242 H
9 120 972 216

IIAp 5.4 12 VL 117 M 1891 M 264 H
11 104 $8 _ 236

13 5 .0 20 VL 121 M 1219 M 229 H
8 1089 204

Bt 4 .9 2 VL 90 L 596 L 206 M
2 80 S32 194

C 5.1 87 L 134 M 2097 M 336+ VH
78 120 +

11C 5.1 8 VL 108 L 932 L 336+ VH
7 _ 96 2 +

0-20 6 .5 10
9

VL 99
98

L 4301
H40

VH 54
AR

VL

20-40 6.6 S ~' 48 ~ 388 ~ 30 2
40-60 6.6 6 Vi. 49 VL 4368 VH 31 VL

5 28
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t

t

!

s

ield No . i{

Phosphorus
(P205)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Potash
(K20)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Calcium
(Ca)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Magnesium
(Mg)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

60-90 6.9 6
5

VL 54
48

VL 4480+
4000+

VH 40
36

VL
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Table 3 (cont' d)

clcl No . H

Phosphorus
(P205)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Potash
(KLO)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Calcium
(Ca)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Magnesium
(Mg)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Su 0-20 4.8 77
69

L 103
92

L 426
380

VL 44
40

20-40 5.4 77
69

L 81
72

L 179
160

VL 13
12

VL
_

40-60 5.1 72
64

L 40
36

VL 188
168

VL 18
16

VL
__

60-90 5 .1 117
104

M 36
32

VL 130
116

VL 13
2

VL

G 0-20 4.0 16
id

VL 58
S2

L 54
4R

VL 18
16

VL

20-40 5 .1 46
41

VL 49
44

VL 103
92,

VL 13
12

VL

40-60 5 .4 72
64

L 72
64

L 31
2R

VL 18
16

VL

0-20 5 .7 92
82

L 58
52-

L 1196
1068

M
1

112
ion

L

20-40 y 5 .6 139
124

M 45
40

VL 524
469

VL 63
S6

L

40-60 5 .7 189
169

M 45
40

VL 538
480

VL 81
72,

L

60-90 5 .4 123
110

M 81
72

L 4700_
_4

VL 233 H

Kn 0-20 6 .8 77
69

L 76
69

L 3052
2.7_S

H 130 M

20-40 5 .8 133
119

M 58
S2

L 431
SRS

VL 22
20

VL

i

Lo 0-20 5.9 328
293

H 58
S2

L 2150
1920

M 54
4R

VL

20-40 5.4 119
10S

M 27
24

VL 269
2.40

VL 108
q6

L

40-60 5.5 220
196

M 58
S2

L 224
200

VL 13
12,

VL

60-90 5.9 515
460

VIl I 72 I
64

L I 1187 ~
1060

M I 40 J VL
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ield No . fi

Phosphorus
(P20S)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Potash
(Kl0)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Calcium
(Ca)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

Magnesium
, (Mg)

Kg/ha
lb/A R

P1 0-20 5 .0 113
101

M 287
256

H 349
312

VL 27
24

VL

20-40 4 .8 515t
460+

VH 139
124

M 538
480

VL 49
44

VL

40-60 4 .9 318
284

H 90
80

L 394
3S2

VL 40
36

VL

60-90 5 .0 271
242

H 63
56

L 166
148

VL 76
68

L

Re 0-20 4 .6 103
92

L 112
100

L 121
108

VL 22
20

VL

20-40 4.8 S
4

VL 31
28

VL 67
60

VL 9
8

VL

40-60 4.8 S
4

VL 40
36

VL 314
280

VL 18
16

VL

60-90 5.3 52
46

VL 63
S6

L 2S5
228

VL 108
96

L

_ _ - - -- ----

~t



Discussion : The data in the above tables like other data will

be discussed in more detail in other phases of the study .

PIT SAMPLES

Soil pits were dug at nine locations throughout the parish . The

soils at these sites were typical of the major soils occuring in

the parish . Detailed soil descriptions were obtained as well as

core and loose samples for physical, chemical and mechanical

analysis . The data is given in the following tables .
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS
Table 4

Sample #H75l Map Unit : Salisbury

Horizon
!

Depth
cm pH

%
OM

Available
P205 K20 Ca Mg

. l.b/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha

Ap 0-24 5 .1 3 .25 131 147 220 246 2048 2294 195 281

~c 24-30 4 .9 .92 124 139 99 111 540 605 76 85

I;f 30-46 4 .9 .98 160 179 118 132 696 780 98 110

13tj 46-60 4 .9 .51 156 175 131 147 436 488 92 103

jC . 60-85 4 .9 .20 176 197 174 195 784 878 164 184

(: 85+ 4 .7 .08 202 226 182 204 1244 1393 252 282

Sample #H752 Map Unit : Salem

0-19 5 .7 3 .09 11 12 157 176 3032 3396 229 257

Alig 19-30 5 .6 .25 S 6 96 108 2224 2491 164 184

jig 30-43 6 .0 .19 7 8 144 161 2420 2710 186 208,

01;2 43-55 6 .1 - 5 6 119 133 2512 2813 193 216

13tg SS-70 6 .6 .29 9 10 119 133 2392 2679 176 197

(:1 70-82 6 .9 .30 9 10 127 142 240 2697 170 190

~2 82+ 7 .0 .16 39 44 147 165 306 3427 200 224



CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Sample #E1753 Map Unit : Salem

ori.zon
!

Depth
cm pH

o
OM

Available
P205 K20 Ca Mg

_ __ __
-

_
l.b/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha

1) 0-48 6 .2 21 24 156 175 4000+ 4480+ 162 181
1

62 48-62 5 .8 46 52 82 92 4000+ 4480+ 170 190

cg 62-80 6 .9 .25 18 20 98 110 2440 2733 110 123

1; 80-88 7 .8 .19 5 6 111 124 2256 2527 134 150

+8tj 88-100 7 .7 .24 2 2 217 243 4000+ 4480+ 300+ 336+

100+ 7 .2 .19 2 2 204 229 4000 4480+ 269 301

Sample #I-i754 Map Unit : Salisbury

0-15 S .S 403 451 174 195 1212 1 1357 86 96

~I~ 15-22 5 .1 1 .23 460+ 515+ 128 143 916 1026 35 39

t 22-60 4 .7 .29 169 189 170 190 524 587 70 78

60-87 4 .7 .19 460+ 515+- 210 235 208 233 195 218

87-150 4 .8 .13 250 280 182 200 612 685 230 258

150+ 4 .8 .10 76 85 211 236 1196 340 300+ 3361-2
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

Samhl.c If117SS Map Unit : Salisbury

Horizo n
1

Depth
cm pH

o
OM

Available
P205 K20 Ca Mg

l.b/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha

0-11 5 .1 3 .02 76 8S 185 207 1544 1729 105 118

~1c1; 11.-21 5 .0 2 .88 124 140 182 204 1744 1953 90 101

Alil, 21-27 4 .9 .13 110 123 148 166 1000 1120 243 272

]~t j l; 27-48 4 .9 .29 . 245 274 137 153 888 995 94 105

kitl ; 48-80 S .1 .83 60 67 83 93 312 349 35 39

1>( :I; 80-1.10 4 .9 .16 11 12 176 197 1412 1581 300+ 336+

(: 110+ 5 .3 .21 218 244 186 208 2112 2365 300+ 336+

Sample #H761 Map Unit : Petitcodiac

AI~ 0-20 5 .5 3 .47 30 34 252 282 1804 2021 300+ 336+-

AIt} ; 20-32 5 .5 1 .27 37 41 110 123 1172 1313 300+ 336+

111f~ 32-47 5 .3 .25 37 41 135 151 1476 1653 300+ 3364

lit. 47-90 S .7 .00 50 56 137 153 2024 2267 300+ 3364

( : 90-1.15 6 .0 .06 81 91 186 208 2444 2737 300+ 336t

11C 15-150 5 .4 .10 80 90 167 187 2296 2572 300+ 336~

Sample #H762 Map Unit : Cornhill

l1p 0-18 5 .1 3 .09 449 503 105 118 564 632 96 108
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CHEMICAL ANALYSIS

~P;iinp1 c: 1111702 (Map Un it : Cornhi l l) - cont' d

i(ori zon
l)epth

cm p11
00

OM
Available

P2 05 K20 Ca Mg

).b/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha lb/A Kg/ha
li f 18-28 5 .1. 1 . .65 460+ S 15+ 89 100 248 278 38 43

"( : 28-35 S .1 .60 277 310 95 106 200 224 32 36

(; 35-70 4 .7 .17 211 236 216 242 992 1111 267 299

"
Sample #H763 Map Unit : Queenville

1

0-19 5 .0 4 .69 137 153 172 193 468 524 68 76

,1~1 19-25 5 .2 3 .30 SS 62 68 76 240 269 21 24

1 :r, 25-42 5 .2 .41 149 167 53 59 112 125 13 is

4 -(,r2 ) .) S .0 .00 460+ S1S+ 44 49 116 130 16 18

P, ( : GS-78

( :1 78-123 S .2 .00 65 73 65 73 256 287 47 33

"
Sample #H781 Map Unit : Queenville

Ap 0-25 S .1 4 .58 41 46 184 206 1260 1411 72 81.
"
Ac T r - - - - - - - - - -

25-40 4 .9 1 .24 53 60 80 90 164 134 16 18

40-60 S .0 .68 37 41 132 148 280 314 48 54
"
(: 60-12S 4 .9, .52 124 139 176 197 1816 2034 300+ 336+

11C 125+ 5 .4 .42 133 149 128 143 1736 1944 262 327



MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

Table 5
Sand Fraction

Horizon
Depth

cm
; ".

2 .0-1 .Omm 1 .0-0 .5mm .5- .25mm .25- .10mm .10- .05mm Total Silt Clay
Est K

Texture ~ Value

Sample #H751 Map Unit : Salisbury

Ap 0-24
,

6.45 ~ 10 .16 11 .94 14 .76 8 .43 51 .75 25 .38 22 .86 L-SL .16

Ae 24-30 5.83 ~ 11 .28 10 .18 17 .95 10.78 56 .06 31 .73 12 .25 SL .31

Bf 30-46 9.00 ~ 10 .93 8.67 14 .52 8.93 52 .05 23 .17 24 .78 SCL-L .31

Btj 46-60 8.05 i
i

10 .54 10 .12 15 .85 9 .39 53 .95 25 .62 20 .43 SL-L .37

BC 60-85 9.02 10 .30 9.04 14 .09 7 .91 50 .37 27 .27 22 .36 L .38

C 85+ 8.27 10 .25 8.80 16 .01 8.44 51 .77 22 .35 25 .88 SCL-L .32

Sample #H752 Map Unit : Salem

Ap 0-19 2.76 6.84 10 .20 10 .63 7 .68 38 .12 37 .67 24 .20 L .23

ABg 19-30 9.27 6.61 6.05 10 .70 9.93 42 .56 40 .67 16 .77 L .40

Bgl 30-43 4.69 f 6 .43 7.62 12 .79 9.02 40 .55 35 .39 24 .06 L .35

Bg2 43-55 6.28 ~ 8.93 9.83 16 .11 10 .94 52 .10 28 .23 19 .67 L-SL

Btg 55-70 8.40 ~ 12 .16 12 .19 18 .60 10 .30 61 .65 20 .69 17 .66 SL ( .30



MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

Table 0-
Sand Fraction

I Depth ='

f

c~
~. o, =; =:.

~
E s t K

Horizon cm 2 .0-1 .OmmIi

o
1 .0-0 .5mm .5- .25mm .25- .lOmm .10- .05mm Total Silt Clay Texture Value

Sample #H752 (cont'd)

C1 70-82 9.96 12 .06 10 .72 16 .37 9.64 58 .75 23 .59 17 .66 SL .32

C2 82+ 10 .72 12 .39 10 .31 15 .57 9.33 58 .32 21 .20 20 .48 SL-SCL .32

Sample #H753 Map Unit : Salem

Ohl 0-48 ; 6.06 9.53 15 .62 16 .49 8.31 56 .01 10 .21 33 .78 SCL .00

Oh 2 48-62 ~ 1 .64 5.57 17 .76 19 .98 6.46 51 .20 28 .37 20 .43 L .00

Aeg 62-80 ~ 9 .44 17 .60 20 .62 20 .42 8.50 76 .59 11 .77 11 .65 ~ SL .19

Bg 80-88 f

IIBtj 88-100 J i

C 100+ ~ 12 .96 18 .59 16 .87 16 .09 5.48 69 .98 15 .37 14 .65 , SL .17
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MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

Table 5

Sand Fraction

Depth a l -V °' °o ; Es t K
Horizon cm 2 .0-1 .Omm 1 .0-0 .5mm .5- .25mm .25- .lOmm .10- .05rrm Total Silt Clay Texture ; Value

i

Sample #H754 Map Unit : Salisbury

Ap 0-15 2.24 4.29 7 .07 10 .21 7 .92 31 .72 45 .65 22 .62 L-SiL

Bf 15-22 3.12 5 .30 7 .53 9.77 6 .92 32 .65 46 .30 21 .05 L-SiL .29

Bt 22-60 3.69 4.65 4.40 8.39 6 .85 27 .99 38 .90 33 .12 CL .35

BC 60-87 9.77 9.34 7 .21 11 .47 7 .41 45 .20 27 .65 27 .15 ~ L-CL .31

C1 87-150 9.49 7 .98 7 .53 13 .63 8.71 47 .34 25 .29 27 .36 ~ CL .32

C2 150+ 10 .39 8.88 7 .66 12 .75 7 .41 47 .09 23 .63 29 .27 CL .30

Sample #H755 Map Unit : Salisbury

Ap 0-11 2.40 4 .17 7 .77 12 .72 8.99 36 .04 37 .90 26 .06 ~ L .17

Aeg 11-21 3.27 5 .57 6 .79 13 .67 9.37 38 .67 35 .25 26 .08 L .32

ABg 21-27 2.30 4 .19 7 .45 12 .48 9.75 36 .17 33 .01 30 .82 CL .36

Btjg 27-48 6.88 6 .91 7 .24 13 .90 8.43 43 .36 27 .79 28 .85 CL .33

Btg 48-80 6.59 6 .92 7.55 14 .06 8.84 43 .96 27 .67 28 .38 CL .33



. MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

Table 5

Sand Fraction

Horizon
Depth

cm 2 .0-1 .Omm 1 .0-0 .5mm .5- .25mm .25- .lOmm .10- .05mm Total Silt Clay
Est .<

Texture ~ Value
t

Sample #H755 (cont'd)

BCg 80-110 3.90 7 .18 8.93 15 .48 9.28 44 .77 30 .47 24 .76 L-CL .38

C 110+ 3.56 7 .32 12 .78 14 .94 5.59 44 .19 30 .25 25 .57 L-CL .32

Sample #H761 Map Unit : Petitcodiac

Ap 0-20 3 .68 4.76 4.47 6 .70 6.59 26 .20 41 .77 32 .02 CL .15

ABg 20-32 4.65 5.22 4.32 6.72 6 .42 27 .32 46 .70 25 .98 SiL .41

Bf 32-47 3 .65 4.51 3 .80 5.72 7 .38 25 .06 38 .68 36 .26 CL .36

Bt 47-90 6 .27 5 .71 5 .36 6.59 6 .17 30 .09 38 .70 31 .21 CL .40

C 90-115 0.34 0.44 3.15 1 .50 4 .70 10 .12 57 .45 32 .44 SiL .50

IIC 115-150 0.07 0.45 6.18 1 .51 2 .84 11 .06 59 .51 29 .44 Si .51



CAL ANALYSIS

Table 5

Sand Fraction

Depth
Horizon cm

ro
2 .0-1 .0mm

,°o
1 .0-0 .5mm

'
.5- .25rrm

~
.25- .lOmm

%
.10- .05mm Total Silt Clay Texture

Est K
Value

Sample #H762 Map Unit : Cornhill

Ap 0-18 5.16 6 .86 7 .38 8.64 7.49 35 .53 43 .27 21 .21 L .20 .

Bf 18-28 11 .24 9.63 6.84 10 .69 8.45 46 .85 37 .56 15 .59 L .31

BC 28-35 8.92 7.26 5.89 11 .48 9.81 43 .36 39 .20 17 .44 L .42

C 35-70 11 .58 2.17 1 .06 2 .88 19 .14 36 .83 25 .75 37 .41 CL .34

Sample #H763 Map Unit : Queenville

Ap 0-18 14 .03 19 .03 14 .19 12 .04 6.43 65 .73 19 .98 14 .29 SL .10

Bf1 18-25 18 .72 21 .56 14 .28 15 .52 7 .75 77 .83 8.22 13 .94 SL .05

Bf2 25-42 17 .89 16 .71 11 .01 13 .71 8.66 67 .97 25 .02 7 .01 SL .29

B 42-65 11 .47 14 .29 10 .30 13 .37 8.43 57 .86 28 .68 13 .47 SL .31

BC 65-78

C1 78-123

1

13 .80

i

19 .08

t

13 .83

I

14 .40

I

7 .30

~

68 .41

i

21 .84

~

9 .75

- -

SL .25



MECHANICAL ANALYSIS

Table

Sand Fraction

Horizon
Depth

cm
"

2.0-1 .Omm
%

1 .0-0 .5mm .5- .25mm .25- .10mm I .10- .05mm
`~

Total Silt Clay Texture
E s t. K
Value

Sample #H781 Map Unit : Queenville

Ap 0-25 6.77 8 .55 10 .46 11 .91 8.56 46 .25 32 .69 21 .06 L .09

Ae Tr - - - - - - - -

Bf 25-40 8.68 10 .69 9.13 8.81 7 .07 44 .37 22 .97 32 .65 SCL .15

B 40-60 10 .11 11 .97 10 .64 11 .13 8.99 52 .85 22 .75 24 .40 SCL .27

C 60-125 15 .71 16 .72 13 .03 9.62 6.43 61 .51 14 .54 23 .95 SCL .24

IN 125+ 17 .95 18 .41 14 .52 11 .74 8.50 71 .12 15 .95 12 .93 SL .29



PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

Table 6

41urizon
Depth
cm Sat .

o Moisture Bulk Pore SRace Estimated
lOcm i 50cm 1 3alm Density Total Macro Micro K Values .

Sample #H751 Map Unit : Salisbury

l1p 0-24 39 .29 32 .80 26 .80 23 .76 1.32 51 .64 20 .37 31 .27 .37

~Ac 24-30 .36

Bf 30-46 33 .28 29 .S6 25 .72 20 .90 1.41 46 .78 17 .33 29 .45 .21

Iitj 46-60 20 .07 18 .38 15 .98 13 .26 1.75 35 .04 11 .89 23 .15 .34

~BC 60-85 19 .36 17 .06 15 .42 13 .76 1.80 34 .73 10 .02 24 .71 .23

(: 85+ 17 .48 15 .38 14 .07 12 .82 1 .89 32 .93 8.76 24 .17 .31

"
Sample H752 Map Unit : Salem

11p 0-79 45 .13 36 .87 33 .95 30 .97 1 .24 55 .97 17 .53 38 .44 .21

AlIg 19-30 22 .44 18 .82 17 .68 16 .24 1 .66 37 .29 10 .30 26 .99 .45

11f,l 30-43 22 .96 19 .74 18 .46 16 .75 1 .65 37 .97 10 .26 27 .70 .40

13g 43-55 17 .49 15 .06 13 .91 12 .56 1 .81 31 .65 8.92 22 .72 .342

l;tg S5-70 17 .24 14 .96 14 .16 13 .06 1 .87 32 .20 7.80 24 .40 .33

(:~ 70-82 15 .51 14 .29 13 .78 12 .59 1 .92 29 .80 5.62 24 .18 .33

(:., 82+ 12 .13 10 .89 9.89 8.95 1 .25 34 .50 1 .95 28 .55 .29

Sample #H7S3 Map Unit : Salem

()hl 0-48 172 .56 153.33 141 .08 128 .16 .47 79 .65 20 .24 59 .41

()h2 48-62 187 .47 174 .68 168.3 157 .53 .43 82 .02 13 .14 68 .88

11cg 62-80 19 .58 16 .2S 12 .7 9.79 1 .72 33 .70 16 .86 16 .83 .18

80-88 - - - - - - - -

1113tj 88-100 17 .83 16 .89 16 .0 14 .95 1 .92 34 .30 5 .53 28 .77

C 100+ 17 .87+ 15 .90 15 .0 14 .16 1.90 33 .96 7 .02 26 .94 .19

r

1



PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

Table 6

Depth % Moisture
rizon cm Sat . lOcm SOcm 1 3aLm

Sample #H754

Bulk o Pore Space
Density . Total Macro Micro

Map Unit : Salisbury

Estimated
K Values

np 0-15 30 .34 24 .63 21 .43 19 .27 1.48 44 .82 16 .37 28 .44

13t 22-41 23 .18 19 .85 18 .07 16 .53 1.67 38 .55 11 .02 27 .531

Bt2 41-60 21 .30 19 .01 17 .36 16 .31 1.75 37 .31 8 .73 28 .58

(; 60-87 20 .82 18 .01 15 .80 13 .95 1.75 36 .47 12 .02 24 .45
1
C 1, 87-150 19 .38 17 .30 15 .91 14 .63 1.81 35 .07 8 .59 26 .47

(;2 150+ 18 .26 16 .48 15 .48 14 .20 1.86 33 .95 7 .53 26 .42

"
Sample #H75S Map Unit : Salisbury

np 0-1.1 37 .87 33 .34 30 .10 27 .55 1 .30 49 .12 13 .38 35 .74

nLg 1.1-21 - - - - - - - -
1 .
/111f; 21.-27 27 .92 24 .80 23 .15 21 .29 1 .53 42 .55 10 .11 32 .44

Iiv_jg 27-48 24 .73 20 .83 18 .81 17 .09 1 .62 39 .64 12 .16 27 .47

lit}, 48-80 20 .34 16 .03 14 .63 13 .53 1 .73 35 .10 11 .73 23 .37
1
BCg 80-110 18 .17 14 .98 13 .89 12 .88 1 .80 32 .69 9.50 23 .19

( : 110+ 13 .80 14 .57 13 .47 12 .73 1.87 25 .48 S .11 23 .78

"
Sample #H761 Map Unit : Petitcodiac

Ar 0-20 35 .56 32 .36 29 .76 26 .48 1 .38 48 .41 12 .40 36 .01

A3s; 20-32 21 .26 18 .84 16 .47 14 .93 1 .69 35 .94 10 .70 25 .25
1

32-47 27 .89 20 .73 17 .89 16 .27 1.65 44 .18 11 .00 26 .82

lit 47-90
90-115 11 .78 11 .48 10 .68 9.79 2 .44 19 .80 6.68 16 .46

~11C 115-150 30 .67 30 .54 28 .68
,
25 .52 1 .56 47 .80 8.02 39 .78
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PHYSICAL ANALYSIS

" Table 6

40(-)rizon
Depth
cm

o Moisture I Bulk
Sat ., lOcm SOcm 1 3alm Density

o Pore S ace
Tota l Macro l Micro

Estimated
K Values

Sample #H762 Map Unit : Cornhill

Ap 0-18 36 .71 32 .18 26 .91 22 .83 1 .32 48 .50 18 .35 30.16

Bf 18-28 50 .38 25 .00 19 .48 16 .06 1 .43 72 .03 49 .06 22 .96

"

"
Sample #H763 Map Unit : Queenville

Ap 0-18 46 .88 37 .97 30 .28 24 .98 1 .14 53 .26 24 .87 28 .38

Bf1 18-25 36 .90 32 .46 24 .49 18 .23 1 .28 46 .70 23 .65 23 .06

Bf2 25-42 31 .41 29 .09 22 .21 16 .55 1 .40 43 .96 20 .81 23 .16

B " 42-65 16 .82 15 .76 13 .34 11 .20 1 .74 29 .19 9.74 19 .45

Cl 78-123 14 .86 13 .93 10 .93 8.33 1 .82 27 .11 11 .89 15 .21

"

"

" Sample #H781 Map Unit : Queenville

Ap 0-25 40 ..68 34 .53 23 .43 1 .19 48 .47 20 .54 27 .93 .16

Bf 25-40 46.69 41 .33 26 .48 - 1 .18 53 .59 22 .82 30 .67 .20

B 40-60 26 .32 23 .93 14 .86 1 .48 38 .95 16 .91 22 .04 .27

C 60-125 17 .70 16 .99 12 .99 1 .78 31 .33 8 .35 22 .97 .25

11C 125+ 19 .58 17 .76 10.98 1 .64 31 .99 14 .06 17 .93 .28

"






